
1 See Kevin Sharpe, Reading Revolutions. The Politics of Reading in Early Modern England 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000), 27–34.

2 For two useful introductions to humanist rhetoric, see Brian Vickers, “Rhetoric and 
Poetics,” in Charles B. Schmitt et al. (eds.), The Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 715–745, and Quentin Skinner, Reason 
and Rhetoric in the Philosophy of Hobbes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
Needless to say, the humanist reception of Classical rhetorical theory was much more 
complex and much less uncritical than my short remarks might suggest. See e.g. for 

CHAPTER TWO

THE RHETORIC OF THE MARKET

The crucial criterion for successful participation in the seventeenth-
century Dutch public debate was the establishment of authority. Con-
front ed with the limits imposed by convention and censorship, authors 
had to search for powerful patronage to support their publications and 
overcome potential opposition. The history behind the œuvre of the 
brothers De la Court reveals that this was no easy task: though he was 
initially backed by De Witt and the political establishment, De la Court 
quickly lost this support after the publication of the Interest van Holland, 
he was scorned by the public and his works were banned by the church. 
Yet apart from offfĳicial patronage, there was also a second, more powerful 
way to establish one’s authority and thereby undermine the authority of 
others: the power of language.1 With their humanist education, the broth-
ers De la Court, like all seventeenth-century authors, knew how to apply 
that power most efffectively thanks to the study of rhetoric.

Since antiquity, the teaching and practice of rhetoric had played a cen-
tral role in public life, offfering the foremost comprehensive system for the 
creation and evaluation of speech – and thus, for society’s most important 
feature: human communication. Famous Roman orators and theorists 
such as Cicero and Quintilian, who elaborated on a rich Greek rhetorical 
legacy, left hugely influential treatises that would dominate discussions 
on the subject for centuries. With the advent of humanism, this rhetorical 
tradition received new attention and emphasis. In line with the teachings 
of the classics, rhetoric came to be seen as an essential element of the 
ideal of a vir bonus dicendi peritus, the virtuous citizen who engages 
actively in the public life of the polity by eloquently advising his sovereign 
and instructing his fellow citizens to pursue truth and reason.2
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Ramus’s dialectic defĳiance of the Classical tradition: Kees Meerhofff, “Ramus en tijdgen-
oten: de humanistische receptie van de retorica,” Lampas. Tijdschrift voor Nederlandse 
classici 34 (2001), 351–372. For other important theorists such as Trebizond, Agricola and 
Erasmus see also Thomas M. Conley, Rhetoric in the European Tradition (Chicago and 
London: The University of Chicago Press, 1990), esp. 111–133.

3 Hugo Grotius et al., Dissertationes de studiis instituendis (Amsterdam, 1645). This col-
lection includes treatises by humanists like Erasmus and Leonardo Bruni and more recent 
authors such as Tomasso Campanella, Gabriel Naudé, Arnold Clapmarius, and the Dutch 
scholar Caspar Barlaeus. The library of Pieter de la Court van der Voort owned a copy of 
this collection: Library, fol. 33. See also Anthony Grafton, “The New Science and the 
Traditions of Humanism,” in Idem, Bring Out Your Dead, 97–117. On the social and cultural 
importance of rhetoric in the Dutch Golden Age, see Jeroen Jansen, “Het geslaagde 
spreken: welsprekendheid als beroepsbekwaamheid in de zeventiende eeuw,” De zeven-
tiende eeuw 18 (2002): 31–42; and Thijs Weststeijn, The Visible World. Samuel van 
Hoogstraten’s Art Theory and the Legitimation of Painting in the Dutch Golden Age 
(Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2008), esp. 65–78.

4 See Chris L. Heesakkers, “An Lipsio licuit et Cunaeo quod mihi non licet? Petrus 
Francius and Oratorical Delivery in the Amsterdam Athenaeum Illustre,” in Gilbert 
Tournoy and Dirk Sacré (eds.), Ut granum sinapis. Essays on Neo-Latin Literature in Honour 
of Jozef IJsewijn (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1997), 324–349. There is no general study 
of rhetorical education in the Dutch Republic, but see for some introductory remarks A. 
Frank-Van Westrienen, Het schoolschrift van Pieter Teding van Berkhout: vergezicht op het 
gymnasiaal onderwijs in de zeventiende-eeuwse Nederlanden (Hilversum: Verloren, 2007); 
and cf. for the English case Peter Mack, Elizabethan Rhetoric. Theory and Practice 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).

5 See the extensive biography by C.S.M. Rademaker, Life and Work of Gerardus Joannes 
Vossius (1577–1649) (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1981), esp. 177–181, 193–196.

This humanist project continued to dominate the teaching of rhetoric 
in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic. A popular collection of dif-
ferent treatises on the elements of a good education, introduced by 
Grotius and published in 1645 by Elzevier in Amsterdam, repeatedly 
emphasized the importance of rhetoric for a successful life both in public 
and in private.3 Rhetoric was also a central element of the academic teach-
ing at Leiden University, in particular of the introductory curriculum of 
the faculty of arts. During the 1640s, these classes in rhetoric were taught 
by Heereboord and, especially, Boxhorn, who as professor in eloquence 
organized public practical exercises in oratorical delivery for his stu-
dents.4 The texts that Heereboord and Boxhorn used in their courses 
included the treatises on rhetoric by the prolifĳic Dutch scholar Gerard 
Vossius, whose textbooks were a standard source for the teaching of rhet-
oric at all Dutch schools and universities from 1625 onwards.5 Hence, we 
must turn to Vossius to analyze the kind of rhetorical education that 
taught students like the brothers De la Court how to participate in the 
public debate.

Starting from a detailed analysis of the work of Vossius, this chapter 
aims to show how the rhetoric of the brothers De la Court was formed by 
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6 This work is analysed in more detail by Jeroen Jansen, “De Institutiones oratoriae van 
G.J. Vossius (1577–1649),” Lampas. Tijdschrift voor Nederlandse classici 34 (2001), 373–390.

7 See for a short synopsis Wilfried Barner, Barockrhetorik. Untersuchungen zu ihren 
geschichtlichen Grundlagen (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1970), 265–274. For some 
general remarks on the nature of such rhetoric textbooks, see Brian Vickers, “Some 
Reflections on the Rhetoric Textbook,” in Peter Mack (ed.), Renaissance Rhetoric (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1994), 81–102.

  8 Vossius, Elementa rhetorica, oratoriis ejusdem partitionibus accomodata, inque usum 
scholarum Hollandiae et West-Frisiae edita (Leiden, 1626); Idem, Elementa rhetorica, Dat is 
be-ghinselen der redden-riik-konst (Amsterdam, 1648).

their education and their gradual involvement in the Dutch debate. I will 
argue that the role of the passions in persuasion, emphasized by Vossius, 
is an essential element of the way in which the De la Courts thought about 
the dangers and possibilities of human speech. Through a careful exami-
nation of the various rhetorical devices with which they approached their 
audience, from the establishment of authorial ‘ethos’ to the use of fables, 
the chapter clarifĳies the form of rhetoric the brothers employed. Thereby 
it reveals the form of rhetoric that the De la Courts postulated as the best 
way to speak in public: a ‘mercantile’ rhetoric, characterized by outspo-
kenness and rejection of dissimulation, which engendered a deliberate 
departure from humanist rhetorical conventions.

Persuading the Passions

The Aristotelian Rhetoric of Vossius

At the start of the seventeenth century, Gerard Vossius was one of the 
most important protagonists in the humanist rhetorical tradition. In 1606, 
whilst employed as the rector of the Latin School in the Dutch town of 
Dordrecht, Vossius published his Institutiones oratoriae, a substantial eru-
dite encyclopaedia of rhetorical theory.6 With the subsequent advances in 
his career – he was appointed professor in rhetoric and history at Leiden 
University 1622, and in 1632 he became the fĳirst professor of the newly 
opened ‘Athenaeum Illustre’ in Amsterdam – Vossius’s work on rhetoric 
was republished in numerous revised editions and enjoyed growing inter-
national influence. In 1621 a compendium version of the earlier work was 
published under the title Rhetorices contractae sive partitionum oratori-
arum libri V, which soon became the standard textbook for the teaching 
of rhetoric in the province of Holland.7 A far more concise edition, 
the Elementa rhetorica, also translated into Dutch, summarized the main 
topics in a few pages.8 Both works spread through the Dutch Republic and 
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  9 Jansen, ‘Institutiones oratoriae’, 388–389; Conley, Rhetoric, 160. I have used the Oxford 
1651 edition.

10 See Brian Vickers, In Defence of Rhetoric (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), 276–286; 
and Conley, Rhetoric, 151–162.

11 Quoted in Conley, Rhetoric, 158.
12 “Les passions sont les seuls orateurs qui persuadent toujours”, quoted in Gisèle 

Mathieu-Castellani, La rhétorique des passions (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
2000), 29.

13 See Lawrence D. Green, “Aristotle’s Rhetoric and Renaissance Views of the Emotions,” 
in Mack (ed.), Renaissance Rhetoric, 1–26.

14 Quoted in Jansen, “Institutiones oratoriae,” 374.

abroad, and they were to dominate the study of rhetoric throughout 
the  following decades. By the end of the seventeenth century, the 
Rhetorices contractae had run to 33 editions, of which 14 German and 
7 from Oxford.9

The work of Vossius stood fĳirmly in the tradition of humanist rhetoric 
that paid increasing attention to the orator’s capacity to arouse the vari-
ous passions of the audience, the various movements in the soul which 
make us perceive some things as good and others as evil. In the later 
Renaissance, theorists increasingly emphasized this element of afffectus, 
or passion, in the art of persuasion, and the various devices with which an 
orator could play upon the passions of his auditors in order to mobilize 
their wills. In the seventeenth century, the era of Baroque, this develop-
ment resulted in an ever more systematic treatment of the role of afffectiv-
ity in rhetorical theory.10 For the German humanist Bartholomeus 
Keckermann, the primary function of rhetoric was motum cordis, “the 
moving of the heart”.11 As the French moralist La Rochefoucauld claimed, 
the passions were “the only orators who always persuade”.12

The principal authority to which Vossius turned for his analysis of rhet-
oric and afffectus was Aristotle. In the course of the sixteenth century, 
Aristotle had emerged from the large shadow of his Roman followers 
Cicero and Quintilian and was reappraised on the basis of the elaborate 
discussion of the passions in his Rhetoric.13 Vossius followed this trend. His 
fĳirst work, the Institutiones oratoriae, aimed to give a comprehensive 
introduction to Aristotle with the commentary of later theorists, and as 
such it was welcomed by other scholars. Daniel Heinsius, the father of 
De  la Court’s school friend and travelling companion Nicolaas, wrote 
to  Vossius that the work was not hampered by Aristotle’s own “obscu-
rity”  and “pernicious conciseness”, and therefore it would reveal “the 
important secrets of Aristotle”.14 The paramount presence of Aristotle was 
toned down somewhat in the Rhetorices contractae, but the work has 
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15 Conley, Rhetoric, 160.
16 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae, sive partitionum oratoriarum libri V (Oxford, 1651) I.I.3, 

p. 3: “Defĳinitur Rhetorice ab Aristotele, facultas utendi in unaquaque re, quod in ea est ad 
persuadendum idoneum.” Cf. Aristotle, The “Art” of Rhetoric, trans. John Henry Freese 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1926) I.II.1, p. 14.

17 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae I.II.5, p. 18: “Loci Rhetorum proprii sunt triplices, alii 
argumentorum docentium, alii conciliantium, alii permoventium. Graeci ea vocant, λόγοs, 
ήθη, και πάθη (rationes, mores, & afffectus).” Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric I.II.4, p. 16.

18 Ibidem I.II.1, p. 15: “Inventio est excogitatio argumentorum, quae ad persuadendum 
idonea sunt.”

nonetheless been characterized as “the most ‘Aristotelian’ of any treatise 
on rhetoric of the time”.15

This Aristotelian influence is indeed dominant from the outset of the 
Rhetorices contractae. It starts with Vossius’s defĳinition of rhetoric as a 
“faculty of fĳinding in each thing that which is appropriate to persuade”, 
directly taken from Aristotle.16 With this emphasis on the nature of rheto-
ric as a mere faculty and not as an art or science, Vossius clearly distin-
guished himself from the Ramist tradition, which subordinated rhetoric 
to dialectic in a comprehensive system of imparting knowledge. For 
Vossius, the goal was not the instruction of knowledge, but persuasion, 
the stimulation to action. Accordingly, Vossius stated that the threefold 
nature of rhetoric is “that which the Greeks call logos, ethos, and pathos”: 
the correspondence between the argumentation of the orator, his per-
sonal ethos and the emotions that he might arise in the audience.17 This 
Aristotelian inspired interaction between logos, ethos, and pathos forms 
the core principle underlying Vossius’s treatment of the faculty of persua-
sion, and hence the core principle of rhetorical education in the seven-
teenth-century Dutch Republic. How are these three elements of rhetoric 
connected? In order to answer this question, I will turn to the outline and 
contents of Vossius’s textbook Rhetorices contractae work in some detail.

After his introduction of the goal and nature of rhetoric, Vossius dis-
cusses the orator’s fĳirst and foremost task, inventio. He defĳines this central 
activity in basic terms as “the devising of arguments that are appropriate 
to persuade”.18 In other words, inventio entails the skill of fĳinding the vari-
ous ‘commonplaces’, the loci communes, which offfer the arguments that 
are most likely to convince and stimulate the audience. It depends on the 
sort of oration which arguments are appropriate for such persuasion. 
Again in line with the Classical tradition, Vossius heads all possible ora-
tions under three diffferent genera or sorts, with each genus correspond-
ing to a set of characteristic passions: fĳirst, the genus demonstrativum, 
which comprises epideictic orations of praise and blame to be attained by 
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19 Ibidem I.V.2–3, p. 49–50: “Materia in hoc genere sunt res contingentes … Speciatim 
autim, si causa sit publica, quinque sunt, de quibus, juxta Aristotelem, suleat institui delib-
eratio: vectigalia, bellum & pax, custodia regionum, ea quae importantur & exportantur, 
& ratio ferendarum legum.” Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric I.IV.7, p. 40.

20 Ibidem II.I, p. 117: “Atqui Deus animis nostris insevit adfectus, ut stimuli sint ad 
actiones honestas.” For the use of a ‘pathetic style’, cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric III.VII.3, p. 378.

21 Cf. Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, trans. J.E. King (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1927) III.XI.24–25, p. 254.

22 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae II.I, p. 119, and cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric, II.I.8–9, p. 172. On 
the diffference between the Stoic and the Aristotelian conceptions of the passions, see 
Susan James, “Reason, the Passions, and the Good Life,” in Gaber and Ayers (eds.), The 
Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century Philosophy, vol. II: 1358–1396, esp. 1374–1376.

23 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae II.II–IV, p. 120–134, and cf. the extensive analysis 
of these passions in Aristotle, Rhetoric II.V–VI, p. 200–220. For a lucid overview of 

delighting the audience; secondly, the genus deliberativum, the utterances 
with which the orator persuades or dissuades the audience from doing 
something by arousing either hope or fear; and third, the genus juridiciale, 
entailing the pleas of accusation and defence in the courtroom, to be 
achieved by playing upon the audience’s compassion or rage. Of these 
three genera, the deliberative one is of most relevance for it concerns the 
“contingent issues” that are central to public life and politics, such as (and 
here Vossius follows again Aristotle) “taxes, war and peace, the custody of 
countries, importations and exportations, and the making of laws”.19

In the second book of his treatise, Vossius discusses in detail the 
various ways in which an orator can arouse the appropriate passions in 
order to achieve total persuasion on these deliberative issues. In this way, 
he shows how the logos, the orator’s argumentation, is intrinsically con-
nected to the pathos of the audience, the passions that “God has implanted 
within our souls so that they are stimuli to honest deeds”.20 Vossius 
invokes the Stoics, in particular Cicero, for the claim that human nature is 
dominated by four basic passions – pleasure, hope, distress, and fear.21 Yet 
in contrast to the Stoics, he continues to stress the Aristotelian idea that 
the passions should not be extirpated, but rather channelled towards a 
useful purpose. Accordingly, Vossius also adopts the larger list of pas-
sions from Aristotle’s Rhetoric, insisting on their use for rhetorical persua-
sion.22 Explicitly following Aristotle’s example, Vossius shows that every 
genus within the faculty of rhetoric corresponds to a number of pairs of 
contrary passions. In deliberative oratory, there are two sets of opposite 
passions which the orator should try to provoke: either fear for a future 
evil, or confĳidence in a positive outcome, and either shame, a “distur-
bance of the soul” because of an offfensive judgment, or impudence, 
the  disregard of possible ignominy.23 When talking about politics, an 
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seventeenth-century classifĳications of and theorizing about the passions and their place in 
the explanation of action, see Susan James, “The Passions in Metaphysics and the Theory 
of Action,” in Gaber and Ayers (eds.), The Cambridge History of Seventeenth-Century 
Philosophy, vol. I: 913–949, and, more extensively, Idem, Passion and Action. The Emotions 
in Seventeenth-Century Philosophy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997).

24 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae II.XXI–XXII, p. 227–239.
25 Ibidem II.XV.2, p. 168–169: “Quo morata sit oratio, ante omnia id agendum est oratori, 

ut in oratione ejus reluceant prudentia, probitas, benevolentia.”

orator should, dependent on his subject matter and intentions, try to 
mobilize the audience to action by evoking fear, confĳidence, shame or 
impudence.

Vossius emphasizes the various ways in which these four passions can 
be aroused. To provoke fear, an orator should use imaginative language 
that makes the coming evil look imminent. He should thus ‘put the case 
before the eyes’ of the audience, especially by referring to examples of 
situations where the evil in question has already been established. In con-
trast, he can create confĳidence by stressing that the danger can be easily 
avoided, for example by claiming divine favour. Shame is obviously pro-
voked by highlighting scandalous behaviour or facts, a strategy that is par-
ticularly employed in satire, while impudence is gained through the 
contempt of such scandal. Finally, Vossius provides an extensive discus-
sion of a range of specifĳic speeches in which these considerations can 
prove their practical value. The speeches of deliberative rhetoric are sub-
divided into four parts, again based on diffferent sets of passions. Vossius 
stresses in particular the establishment of love or hate through speeches 
of commendation, monition and conciliation.24 Through numerous exam-
ples of such speeches from Classical literature, Vossius gives his student 
readers a practical overview of how to arouse the passions when speaking 
on public occasions.

Having thus established the interaction between logos and pathos, 
Vossius continues with the third element of the faculty of persuasion: 
ethos. This element concerns the morality of the oration, the impression 
that the orator leaves on the audience. “For an oration to be moral”, 
Vossius states, “an orator should above all perform in such a way that pru-
dence, probity and benevolence glitter within it.”25 A prudent speech will 
be the most comprehensible and therefore easily trusted, its probity will 
make it not seem too studious or suspect, while its benevolence will sim-
ply achieve that the orator is embraced by his audience. As Vossius says: 
“If the orator is loved, he has at his disposal a kind of helepolis [‘destroyer 
of cities’, a fortifĳied wheeled tower in Ancient Greece] with which he, 
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26 Ibidem II.XV.3–5, p. 169: “… si ametur Orator, habet quasi helepolin quandam, qua, 
absque violentia, animos auditorum invadat.”

27 Ibidem III.II.7, p. 283: “Alterum exordii munus erat, ut auditoris animus, velut medica-
mentis quibusdam, ad benevolentia & attentionem, praeparetur.”

28 Ibidem III.III.4–5, p. 293; III.IV.4–9, p. 311–312.

without any violence, can invade the souls of the auditors.”26 Yet ethos 
entails more than this combative morality of the orator himself: a good 
speech should also reckon with the mores of the audience and change its 
form accordingly. In a monarchy, a diffferent approach is needed than in 
an aristocracy or in a democracy, and whatever the kind of government, 
people will always difffer in passions, habits, age and fortunes. The skilful 
orator should know how to deal with this diversity. In short, a successful 
establishment of ethos is of paramount importance for winning the sup-
port of the audience.

According to the Classical rhetorical tradition, the second part of the 
orator’s task, after inventio, is the structuring of the speech, the dispositio. 
Vossius deals with this aspect in the third book of the Rhetorices contrac-
tae. He begins this discussion with a lengthy treatment of the exordium, 
the introduction to a speech, which is together with the conclusion the 
most appropriate part for arousing the emotions of the audience. While 
the exordium should indicate the scope of the oration and prepare the 
audience for its contents, it should above all try to achieve that “the soul 
of the auditor is made ready, just as by some kind of drugs, for benevo-
lence and attention”.27 For this purpose, it might be appropriate to start 
with an historical example, a fable or a metaphorical story, and it is also 
useful to address the audience directly, Vossius states. Adversaries are to 
be refuted from the beginning, and they should not get any opportunity to 
turn that which is said to their advantage. Therefore, the exordium ought 
not to be commutabile, liable to opposite reasoning, and it should main-
tain a certain degree of surprise and distinctiveness. However, it should 
not turn out to be swollen or arrogant, since this will be fatal for the ora-
tor’s ethos and will eventually make the audience far from benevolent 
towards him.28

The exordium of a speech is followed by the narratio, the part that 
entails the unfolding of the facts to be dealt with, and then the perspicu-
ous and brief proposition of the case followed by the contentio, the juxta-
position of the opposing arguments of the orator and his adversaries. 
According to Vossius, such contentio should be performed by fĳirst arguing 
one’s own case via syllogism or its more rhetorical form enthymeme, the 
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29 Ibidem III.VII.1–10, p. 327–334. Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric I.II.8, p. 18–20, and see Skinner, 
Reason and Rhetoric, 36.

30 Ibidem III.IX.5–10, p. 345–346: “In enumeratione … observare oportet … ut ea tantum 
repetamus, in quibus causae potissimum consistit, quaeque propterea maxime velimus 
auditorum animis inhaerere. … Hac in parte orator imprimis aperire debet fontes elo-
quentiae: sic ut non solum incendere judicem, sed ardere ipse videatur.”

31 Ibidem IV.III.1, p. 387: “… undique ornata sit oratio, tum ea eligi debent, quae pictur-
arum instar per se habent ornatum; ut sunt verborum sententiarumque lumina, de quibus 
tractat Dignitas.” For the metaphorical sense of ornatus as offfering the orator the weapons 
in a war of words, see Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 48–51.

32 Ibidem IV.XI.1, p. 427: “Altera Dignitatis pars in schematibus, sive fĳiguris versatur. Est 
vero schema, forma orationis, quae haec alio quopiam modo, quam inversione signifĳica-
tionis, a vulgari consuetudine immutatur in meliorem.”

Aristotelian device for arousing passions by letting premises speak for 
themselves;29 and then refuting the case of one’s opponent. For this pur-
pose, an argument can be either negated or twisted back to the adversary, 
while subsequent interrogation and indignant reproach then may serve 
to achieve total confutation. The speech fĳinally ends with the peroratio or 
conclusion. Together with the exordium, this is the most important part 
since it recapitulates all the strongest arguments which will thus “cleave 
to the auditors’ souls”. Moreover, the conclusion is very well suited for 
pathopeia, the excitement of the passions: the last words are those in 
which “the orator must especially open up the sources of eloquence, so 
that the judge [i.e. the audience] seems not only to kindle, but even to 
burn”.30

In the fourth book of the Rhetorices contractae, Vossius gives an ample 
overview of all these diffferent sources of eloquence that can ignite the 
passions of the audience under the general banner of elocutio, the style of 
the speech. Following the Classical defĳinition, Vossius states that the elo-
cutio should be elegant by using pure and appropriate language, and plain 
and lucid by avoiding ambiguity and long-windedness. Above all, good 
elocutio consists of dignitas: the quality that provides the oration with 
“pictures” and “lights”, also called the ornatus, the fully equipped, 
armoured language with which the orator can mobilize the inherent per-
suasive qualities of speech in order to triumph on the rhetorical battle-
fĳield.31 Such ornatus is divided into two diffferent parts: fĳirst, the various 
tropes, which alter the proper signifĳication of a word to a diffferent one, 
and secondly the fĳigures of speech, by which a part of speech “is changed 
from its ordinary usage to a better one”.32 It would go far beyond the pur-
pose of this study to fully analyze Vossius’s extensive and elaborate dis-
cussion of all these tropes and fĳigures, which range from various forms 
of  metaphor, metonymy, and synecdoche to fĳigures such as transitio, 
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33 Cf. James, Passion and Action, 218.
34 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae IV.VII.1–3, p. 409–411: “Ironia est tropus, quo intelligi-

tur contrarium ejus, quod dicitur. Ironiae … cum acrius mordere volumus, usus est maxi-
mus. Atque interdum in exordio etiam aedhibetur, quod securitatem causae ostendit.” For 
various notions, defĳinitions and discussions of irony in Medieval and Renaissance rhetori-
cal theory, including the one of Vossius, see Dilwyn Knox, Ironia. Medieval and Renaissance 
Ideas on Irony (Leiden etc.: Brill, 1989).

35 Ibidem IV.X.1–7, p. 423–425: “Sarcasmus est hostilis irrisio super jam mortuo, aut 
certo morituro … Acteismus est jocus urbanus.”

36 Ibidem IV.XI.7–11, p. 429–430: “Asyndeton autem valet ad celeritatem, atque animi 
impetum signifĳicandum … Polysyndeton facit, ut res ipsa, de qua agitur, videatur major.”

rejectio, and revocatio, in total running to almost a third part of his trea-
tise. Yet a sample of some tropes and fĳigures with special importance may 
sufffĳice to show how Vossius deals with ornatus within the faculty of 
persuasion.

These tropes and fĳigures of speech are particularly important because 
they present the ideas of the orator in adorned, sensible, and imaginative 
language and thereby play upon the imagination and the passions of the 
audience.33 One such trope that entices the imagination is irony, which 
Vossius defĳines as a device “by which is understood the contrary of what 
is said”. The proper signifĳication of a word is thus altered for the sake of 
wit, and Vossius states that “when we want it to bite as sharply as possible, 
its use is highest”.34 Other useful tropes are litotes (when, deliberately, less 
is said than actually understood) and hyperbole to give emphasis to a 
phrase. Ridicule is also discussed by Vossius in the part on tropes, though 
he adds that it should actually be seen as a distinctive form of speech. In 
his analysis, there are six diffferent sorts of ridicule, from sarcasm (“a hos-
tile mockery of someone already dead, or certain to die soon”) to the more 
subtle asteismus, “an urbane joke”.35 Clearly, these six forms of ridicule 
can be used for provoking various passions, making the audience laugh 
and therefore love the orator and detest the object of laughter.

The second part of ornatus consists of the fĳigures of speech, each of 
which can be employed for provoking the passions of the audience. For 
example, asyndeton gives an oration pace and impulse, while its opposite 
polysyndeton “makes that the case itself which is at stake, is perceived to 
a higher degree”.36 The use of synonyms brings about weight (gravitas) 
and sharpness (acrimonia), and a device such as anaphora (the repetition 
of a word at the start of successive sentences) adds force to the oration. 
Vossius further mentions a number of important fĳigures of speech that 
enhance the orator’s argumentation, such as prolepsis and hypobole, by 
which the possible objections of the adversary are anticipated and 
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37 Ibidem IV.XIV.6–21, p. 450–457.
38 Ibidem IV.XVIII.2–4, p. 472: “Пαραδιαστολή est, cum eorum, qua vulgo ob vicinitatem 

confundi solent, remoto uno, alterum ponitur … Convenit haec fĳigura refellenti, & repre-
hendenti.” For the importance of this kind of rhetorical redescription, see the analysis in 
Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 142–153.

39 Ibidem IV.XX.7–9, IV.XXI.4–5, p. 481–485: “Έκφώνησις sive Exclamatio sit, quando 
oratio interjectionem habens epressam, aut intellectam, animi afffectum, ac rei magni-
tudinem signifĳicat.”

40 Ibidem IV.XXI.6–7, 24–25, p. 485–496.

answered, or the range of anacoinosis, paramologia, and epitrope, which 
entail consultation with or concessions to the opponent to move the 
auditor’s souls and gain their confĳidence. When this is done in an ironical 
way, Vossius adds, the adversary will become truly disliked.37

A diffferent species of fĳigure are those used for explanation, such as sen-
tentiae, general proverbs that instruct and delight, especially when 
applied to a specifĳic person, exempla (either true or invented), and para-
bles such as fables to illustrate the speech. The device of paradiastole, the 
redescribing of certain actions by altering their conventional moral con-
notations, enjoys a particular rhetorical force. This technique is especially 
useful for refutation and reprehension.38 The same is true for paralepsis, 
when the orator states that he will not deal with a certain issue which is 
then nevertheless mentioned in passing. Ekphonesis, a forceful exclama-
tion which reveals “the passion of the soul and the magnitude of the case”, 
is said to be especially appropriate at the end of the oration.39 Finally, 
when the orator wants to catch the audience’s full attention, he should 
use a device such as aporia, stating he does not know what to do or how 
to continue, or interrogatio, posing a question directly to the audience or 
the adversary.40 Vossius’s Rhetorices contractae makes clear that once able 
to deploy all these rhetorical devices, the orator owns a powerful linguis-
tic arsenal to entice the imagination, arouse all sorts of passions, and thus 
win over and mobilize the audience.

Taken as a whole, then, these are the various features of rhetorical 
instruction that students like the brothers De la Court practiced and 
learnt by heart at Latin School and university, with the emphasis on the 
correspondence between argumentation, ethos and the passions. Far 
from offfering a range of dry devices to bring about exaggerated artifĳicial 
reasoning, as modern disgust of stylistic rhetoric might suggest, these fea-
tures entailed a dynamic conception of how language reveals the inner 
human condition, of how rhetorical fĳigures reflect, and can thus manipu-
late, human psychology and actual linguistic behaviour. The classifĳication 
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41 A point stressed repeatedly by Vickers, In Defence, esp. 294–334.
42 See in particular James, Passion and Action. For positive assessments of the passions 

see Richard Strier, “Against the Role of Reason: Praise of Passion from Petrarch to Luther 
to Shakespeare to Herbert,” in Gail Kern Paster et al. (eds.), Reading the Early Modern 
Passions. Essays in the Cultural History of Emotions (Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-
vania Press, 2004), 23–42. The opposite attitude is often identifĳied with the Neostoicism of 
Justus Lipsius, particularly his famous De Constantia (1584). For Lipsius’s influence, see 
Gerhard Oestreich, Neostoicism and the Early Modern State (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1982), and cf. the critique by Martin van Gelderen, “Holland und das 
Preußentum: Justus Lipsius zwischen niederländischem Aufstand und brandenburg-
preußischem Absolutismus,” Zeitschrift für historische Forschung 23 (1996), 29–56. See also 
Tuck, Philosophy and Government, 45–119.

43 ‘V.D.H.’, Naeuwkeurige consideratie van staet, wegens de heerschappye van een vrye en 
geheymen staets-regering over de gantsche aertbodem (Amsterdam, 1662), esp. 103–112.

of all these fĳigures was meant as a codifĳication of real life, of all feelings as 
expressed in language.41 Its teaching and performance were essential to 
late humanist culture, and therefore the analysis of rhetoric is crucial to 
every study that deals with the written word within that culture.

Cartesian Passions? Human Nature and the Ambivalence of Speech

Vossius’s rhetorical account of the passions was not particularly excep-
tional in the seventeenth century. The passions were a standard element 
of many treatises in moral and political philosophy, and an ongoing 
debate on the usefulness and dangers of the passionate human condition 
dominated European Baroque culture. In this debate, the view that the 
passions have a positive function because they can be mobilized as incen-
tives to honest deeds, was often countered with a description of the pas-
sions as unruly and treacherous elements, to be curtailed as much as 
possible. Around the middle of the century, these conflicting theories 
continued to dictate the ‘new philosophy’ of the age, from Descartes to 
Hobbes.42 In the Dutch Republic, the Utrecht jurist Gerard van Wassenaer 
discussed in intricate detail the arousal of all human passions in his 1657 
treatise which was later republished under De la Court’s pseudonym.43 
More famously, Spinoza put the passions at the centre of his philosophy, 
not only in part III of the Ethics, but also in his political works. Indeed, 
Spinoza’s intervention in the Dutch political debate can be characterized 
as a rhetorical attempt to play upon the imagination of his audience in an 
ethical way by the proper motivation of key passions such as ambition, 
fear and hope. As Spinoza made clear in the opening chapter of his 
Tractatus Politicus, the recognition of the passions as essential properties 
of human nature is a necessary condition for making sense of politics. 
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44 Spinoza, Tractatus Politicus I, p. 260–264. See for rhetoric in Spinoza: F. Akkerman, 
“Le caractère rhétorique du Traité théologico-politique,” in Idem, Met iets van eeuwigheid, 
eds. G.C. Huisman et al. (Groningen: Universiteitsbibliotheek, 1995), 67–79; Steven 
Frankel, “Politics and Rhetoric: The Intended Audience of Spinoza’s Tractatus Theologico-
Politicus,” The Review of Metaphysics 52 (1999), 897–924; and Michael A. Rosenthal, 
“Persuasive Passions: Rhetoric and the Interpretation of Spinoza’s Theological-Political 
Treatise,” Archiv für die Geschichte der Philosophie 85 (2003), 249–268.

45 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Inleyding,” p. 1: “alzoo verwekt een scherpe waarheid, en het 
tergen, gramschap en haat.” Cf. Nauwkeurige consideratie, 159–160.

46 Aanwysing, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. *****3.
47 Politike Discoursen II.VI.1, p. 166–167: “De passien der menschen, diemen in ’t kort 

blydschap en droefheid soude konnen noemen, sijn soo noodsaakelik, datmen niet 
begrypen kan, hoe des weerelds ordre en loop, sonder die passien, soude konnen bestaan.”

Accordingly, the successful political thinker knows how to use the pas-
sions in order to persuade the audience.44

A similar acknowledgment of the importance of language for the 
arousal of the passions pervades the thought of the brothers De la Court. 
The very fĳirst lines of their fĳirst treatise, published in 1660, state how a dif-
ferent use of speech, either tearful or cheerful, can cause diffferent pas-
sions in the audience, from sadness and compassion to joy and laughter. 
Moreover, telling “a sharp truth” might very well provoke wrath and hate, 
especially when the object of that truth is a monarch.45 From the very start 
of their œuvre, the brothers De la Court showed that they were acutely 
aware of the power of speech in the motivation of passions. As Vossius 
had taught, they realized that a rhetorician should always consider the 
mores of the audience, while successful persuasion is always dependent 
on the proper use of pathos. Afffectus pro efffectu, as a maxim in the intro-
duction of the Aanwysing has it, “passion goes before the efffect”.46

How did the De la Courts portray the passions that defĳine human 
nature? In general, their depiction of the passions mirrors much of the 
ambivalence in mainstream seventeenth-century conceptions of the pas-
sions as on the one hand useful, yet on the other dangerous elements of 
human conduct. First of all, the brothers fully recognized the unavoidabil-
ity of the passions: “The passions of men, which in short could be called joy 
and grief, are so necessary that one cannot understand how the world’s 
order and course could exist without these passions.”47 The De la Courts 
thus adopted the conventional idea that our passionate condition stems 
from the very moment of conception, an idea popularized for example in 
the influential treatise De la sagesse (1601) by the French ecclesiastic 
Pierre Charron. In their standard defĳinition of the passions as urges that 
assist the soul in pursuing good or fleeing from evil, the De la Courts 
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48 Cf. e.g. Ibidem II.VI.13, p. 212: “… alle de passien die aan de natuur gegeeven schijnen, 
om door hare driften de ziel in het ontvlugten van ’t quaad, en ’t najagen van ’t goed, 
behulpig te zijn”; with Charron, Of Wisdome I.XVIII, p. 71: “Passion is a violent motion of 
the Soule in the sensitive part thereof, which is made either to follow that which the Soule 
thinketh to be good for it, or to flie that which it takes to be evill.” On Charron, see Anthony 
Levi, French Moralists. The Theory of the Passions 1585–1649 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1964), 95–111.

49 Politike Discoursen II.IV.1, p. 1–2: “Sulks de passien eerst in possessie zijn, en die er op 
let, sal bevinden, dat sy ook den mensche tot het einde sijns leevens byblyven, en ooversulks 
is te gelooven, dat het oordeel, selfs der verstandigste menschen, nooit tot soo een vol-
maaktheid komt, dat het niet dikwils door de passien werde verrukt.”

50 See esp. the elaborate discussions of the passions in Ibidem I.II.24, II.IV.1,11, II.
VI.11,14,27; and in Sinryke Fabulen, 313–314, 407–408, 561–563, 568–570, 612–613. The library 
of Pieter de la Court van der Voort contained a copy of the fĳirst edition of Les passions de 
l’âme, and also a number of other works by Descartes, most notably his Opera Philosophica 
(Amsterdam, 1677): Library, fols. 20, 26.

51 Kossmann, Political Thought in the Dutch Republic, 62–63. Cf. e.g. Haitsma Mulier, 
Myth of Venice, 131; Blom, Morality and Causality, 160; Malcolm, “Hobbes and Spinoza,” 43; 
Velema, “That a Republic”, 14.

equally followed Charron.48 They also shared his sceptical unease with the 
possible consequences of the passions for sound human judgment. “The 
passions are fĳirst in possession”, as their argument goes,

and who pays attention will realize that they also stick with man until the end 
of his life. Therefore it is to be believed that the judgement of even the most 
prudent men will never reach such a perfection that it will not often be 
enchanted by the passions.49

The passions, in short, are necessary yet also deeply fraudulent aspects of 
human life: their positive role in helping us relate to the external world is 
counterbalanced by their ability to undermine rationality and virtue. At 
the same time, the fact that every one’s judgment is dependent on the 
passions means that the arousal of these passions can steer human judg-
ment. A rhetoric that plays upon the passions thus opens the way to suc-
cessful persuasion.

The De la Courts based this account on an extensive but also rather 
amorphous analysis of the physical causes of passionate human behav-
iour, loosely following the latest physiological insights from Descartes’s 
Les passions de l’âme, fĳirst published by Elzevier in 1649.50 As Kossmann 
has shown, the De la Courts at times echoed directly the Cartesian physi-
ological vocabulary, and Kossmann’s ensuing classifĳication of the De la 
Courts as followers of Descartes has become a commonplace characteri-
zation of the brothers’ thought.51 Recently, the De la Courts, together with 
Spinoza, have even been heralded as the leading lights of a “Cartesian 
republicanism”, of a “radical Cartesian politics” that dominated the Dutch 
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52 Van Bunge, From Stevin to Spinoza, 85–88; Harold J. Cook, “Body and Passions: 
Materialism and the Early Modern State,” Osiris 17 (2002), 25–48, elaborated further in 
Idem, Matters of Exchange. Commerce, Medicine and Science in the Dutch Golden Age (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), 262–264; Tammy Nyden-Bullock, “Radical Cartesian 
Politics: Velthuysen, De la Court, and Spinoza,” in Wiep van Bunge (ed.), Spinoza and 
Dutch Cartesianism. Studia Spinozana 15 (1999/2006), 35–65; and Idem, Spinoza’s Radical 
Cartesian Mind (London and New York: Continuum, 2007).

53 James, Passion and Action, esp. 106–107. See also Deborah J. Brown, Descartes and the 
Passionate Mind (Cambridge etc.: Cambridge University Press, 2006).

54 René Descartes, Les passions de l’âme, ed. Benoît Timmermans (Paris: Librairie 
Générale Française, 1990), art. 211, p. 176: “Car nous voyons qu’elles sont toutes bonnes de 
leur nature, et que nous n’avons rien à éviter que leurs mauvais usages ou leurs excès. 
Ibidem, art. 137, p. 127–128: “… leur usage naturel est d’inciter l’âme à consentir et con-
tribuer aux actions qui peuvent servir à conserver le corps ou à le rendre en quelque façon 
plus parfait.”

55 Burgersdijk, Idea philosophiae moralis, 71–95. Cf. the analysis in Blom, Morality and 
Causality, 80–88.

intellectual scene in the second half of the seventeenth century.52 The 
basic assumption behind this interpretation is that the De la Courts’ 
attention for the passions must have been directly inspired by Cartesian 
philosophy, which made them initiate a new, radical phase in political 
theory.

Yet this alleged Cartesian influence should not be overemphasized. 
Although the De la Courts adopted some of Descartes’s physiological 
explanations of passionate behaviour, their view on the passions can 
hardly be characterized as typically Cartesian. Central to Descartes’s Les 
passions de l’âme is an elaborate mechanical analysis of the soul’s passive 
perceptions of our bodily motions. This analysis departs from the tradi-
tional Aristotelian and Scholastic accounts in its integrated account of the 
human mind, which unifĳies all diffferent passions under the umbrella of 
the single passion of desire. However, Descartes’s rupture with tradition is 
not total. As Susan James has shown, for Descartes the passions are attrib-
utes of the soul, but dependent on the body, and therefore our passionate 
condition is both mental and physical, bridging Descartes’s own division 
between soul and body.53 In his ensuing analysis of how the passions reg-
ister and communicate the bodily interests to the soul, Descartes high-
lights the functionality of the passions, thus following directly in the 
footsteps of Aristotelianism. This Cartesian view that the passions are all 
good in nature and that only their misuse and excess should be avoided, 
entails a fairly standard criticism of the position, often identifĳied with 
neostocism, that the passions ought to be curtailed instead of motivated.54 
A comparable criticism can be found in, for example, Burgersdijk’s Idea 
philosophiae moralis, the Leiden textbook in moral philosophy,55 or in 
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56 Jean-François Senault, De l’usage des passions ([Leiden], 1643) I.I.1, p. 1–9: “Apologie 
pour les Passions contre les Stoïques.” On Senault, see Levi, French Moralists, 213–224.

57 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.2, p. 19–20: “En hoewel alle passien in zig zelven goed zijn, ver-
mits zy alle kinderen en dieren drijven, om haar eigen zelven te bewaaren … hoe noodzake-
lik het is, dat deese driften des bloeds werden gematigd, en in den toom gehouden, door goede 
onderrigtinge, redenkavelinge, en ervarentheid … en bij allen triumpheerd deeze eerste 
Oude Mensch, Vleesch en Bloed, zoodanig oover den tweeden, Nieuwen Mensch, de Geest 
en Reeden.”

58 See Descartes’s letter from 14 August 1649 in Descartes, Passions.
59 Cf. Victoria Kahn, “Happy Tears. Baroque Politics in Descartes’s Passions de l’âme,” in 

Kahn et al. (eds.), Politics and the Passions, 1500–1850 (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton 
University Press, 2006), 93–110.

Jean-François Senault’s influential De l’usage des passions, published by 
Elzevier in Leiden in 1643. Senault’s position can be called typical for the 
age: his “apology for the passions against the Stoics” claims that the pas-
sions have both utility and merit, but at the same time it insists on the 
necessity to change the vicious passions to virtue through reason and 
grace.56 Deeply Augustinian but also infused with quotes from Seneca, 
Senault’s treatise embodies the ambivalent attitude of the seventeenth 
century to the uses and dangers of the passions.

The brothers De la Court share this attitude, and their position is over-
all much closer to Senault than to Descartes. Following both, they assert 
that “all passions are good in themselves” because the passions assist us in 
searching for good and fleeing from evil and thus they further our self-
preservation. Yet it is still “necessary that these urges of the blood are mod-
erated and bridled through good education, reasoning, and experience”. In 
short, the passions are not inherently detrimental, but they should still be 
mastered and rationally channelled towards positive goals. The De la 
Courts do not only insist on the need to control the passions, but they also 
prove to be deeply pessimistic about the feasibility of such control, well 
aware that “with all triumphs this fĳirst Old Man, Flesh and Blood, over the 
second, New Man, Mind and Reason”.57 This suspicion of human weak-
ness involves an approach that is much more akin to Senault’s Augustinian 
moralism than to the Cartesian naturalistic approach. Descartes insisted 
explicitly that he did not aim to analyze the passions as a rhetorician or a 
moral philosopher, but only as a natural philosopher.58 As a result, the 
public role that human passions play in the body politic is not the main 
concern of Les passions de l’âme. If anything, it can be argued that 
Descartes internalized politics within the individual body.59 For the De la 
Courts, however, as for Senault, the public role of the passions was abso-
lutely central. The failure to master the passions would imply that vice 
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60 Senault, De l’usage des passions II.I.2, p. 228–239: “Du mauvais usage de l’Amour.”
61 Antoine Arnauld and Pierre Nicole, La logique ou l’art de penser, eds. Pierre Clair and 

François Girbal (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1965) III.30, p. 261: “Si l’on examine 
avec soin ce qui attache ordinairement les hommes plutôt à une opinion qu’a une autre, 
on trouve que ce n’est pas la penetration de la verité & la force des raisons; mais quelque 
lien d’amour propre, d’interêt, ou de passion. C’est le poids qui emporte la balance, & qui 
nous détermine dans la plûpart de nos doutes; c’est ce qui donne le plus grand braule a nos 
jugemens, & qui nous y arrête de plus fortement. ”

62 Politike Discoursen II.IV.1, p. 3: “Voorwaar nietwes, als dat sy geduurig naar schijn, en 
passien, oordeelen, soo zijn loogens, bedriegery, welspreekendheid, ende eenig teegenwoor-
dig goed ofte quaad kragtig genoeg, om by ’t meestendeel der menschen, een contrarie 

triumphs publicly over virtue. Therefore, the public realm is the arena 
where passionate behaviour ought to be regulated. Pace Descartes, rheto-
ric and moral philosophy were for the De la Courts the prime objectives in 
their analysis of the passions.

Instead of stressing the link with Descartes, it is therefore more useful 
to highlight the De la Courts’ connection to Senault’s Augustinianism and 
to the Aristotelian awareness of the rhetorical power of the passions. 
These two issues come together in the claim that human judgment is 
often frail and easily seduced into error. Senault, following Augustine, 
asserted that the overarching passion that dominates all conduct is love. 
If moderated correctly, such love reveals itself in positive friendship, com-
passion, and the love of God. Yet if neglected and disordered, it turns out 
to be amour-propre, self-love, which leads our understanding astray into 
destructive irrationality.60 According to the influential Port Royal Logic 
that comes from the same Augustinian background as Senault, human 
opinions are mostly not established by “the penetration of truth and the 
force of reasons; but [by] some chain of self-love, interest, or passion”.61

This anxiety with the susceptibility of human judgment to the passions 
and false appearances also dominates the thought of the brothers De la 
Court. True judgment is rare, they realized, and our passions all too often 
lure us into false beliefs. Therefore, speech plays a crucial role for its 
potential corruption of human judgment by enticing the passions. In 
other words, false rhetoric, speech that tries to manipulate the opinions of 
the audience through deception, can be immensely dangerous in the pub-
lic realm. Since all humans judge according to appearances and to their 
passions,

lies, cheating, eloquence, and any present good or evil are strong enough to 
cause a contrary appearance and passions among the majority of humans, 
and to change their judgment and impulses. And hence comes the fĳickleness 
of the Community, being governed by appearance and passions.62
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schijn, en passien, te verwekken, en haar te doen veranderen van oordeel, en driften; en 
hier van daan komt de wispeltuurigheid der Gemeente, sig laatende bestieren van schijn, en 
passien.”

63 Ibidem I.II.24, p. 162–163. Cf. Spinoza, Tractatus Politicus X.10, p. 436.
64 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.3, p. 22: “Het is eevenwel en blijft waaragtig dat de menschen 

haare eige liefde en passien, zouden volgen, ook tot naadeel en ondergang van anderen … 
ten ware zy door vreeze van eenig toekomend quaad, te zullen lyden oover die begaane 
daad, haare eigen passien intoomden.”

65 Cf. Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, and John Staines, “Compassion in the Public Sphere 
of Milton and King Charles,” in Kern Paster et al. (eds.), Reading the Early Modern Passions, 
89–109.

Eloquence thus proves to be potentially highly treacherous in politics, 
because eloquence can easily turn into dissimulative demagogy by 
manipulating the capriciousness of human nature.

Nevertheless, this corrupting power of public speech which plays upon 
the imagination is offfset by the rhetorical usefulness of the passions if cor-
rectly mobilized to reach truth and understanding. As Vossius taught, 
proper rhetoric can turn passions such as fear or shame into positive fea-
tures of the human condition when they are used as incentives to honest 
deeds. Similarly, the De la Courts argued that the passions of the soul can 
be balanced by causing contrary passions.63 Indeed, “people would follow 
their self-love and passions, also to the detriment and ruin of others … if 
they did not moderate their own passions through the fear of any future 
evil”.64 Such fear can be installed by laws and strong punishment, but also, 
as Vossius showed, by speech – fear being one of the main four passions 
within deliberative rhetoric. A rhetorician who incites the fear of the 
audience by making a coming evil appear imminent, thus moderates the 
possible detriments of the other passions. Through good rhetoric, passion 
curtails passion.

Overall, then, speech is a highly ambivalent element of public life, an 
ambivalence that is rooted in the double-edged power of the human pas-
sions. On the one hand, speech can corrupt sound judgment by luring the 
passions into deception. On the other, it can establish sound judgment by 
playing upon the imagination to reach attentiveness, understanding, and 
agreement. The fundamental question therefore is how to cope with this 
ambivalence of speech, how to fĳind out the proper place for the passions 
in rhetoric and in the political realm. Consequently, for the De la Courts, 
as for their contemporaries Milton and Hobbes, the crucial issue was how 
to distinguish good rhetoric from bad rhetoric.65 They acknowledged that 
both forms of rhetoric are by necessity passionate. Yet while bad rhetoric 
abuses the passions in order to deceive, good rhetoric uses the passions, it 
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66 See Van Tijn, “Pieter de la Court,” 311–312. On the Heereboord afffair, see also Ed van 
der Vlist, “Een verstrooide brief van een verloren professor. Het eerewoord van 
Heereboord,” Nieuw Letterkundig Magazijn 21 (2003), 40–48.

appeals to human ambition, hope and fear in order to convey the truth. In 
the following sections of this chapter I will clarify what such ‘good rheto-
ric’ entailed exactly for the De la Courts. By revealing in detail the various 
elements of the brothers’ own rhetorical endeavour in the public arena, it 
will become clear that the rhetoric practiced by the brothers is the same 
as that which they postulated as the best form of speech for a proper per-
suasion of the passions.

In the Public Arena: Rhetoric in Action

A First Test: The Confrontation with Heereboord

The brothers De la Court fĳirst entered the public arena in a direct conflict 
with one of their own teachers at Leiden University, Adriaan Heereboord. 
This highly rhetorical and passionate conflict aptly reveals the form and 
the extent of the Dutch seventeenth-century public debate: the conflict 
began in the lecture-room of the academy but soon extended over the 
urban realm and briefly stirred up the whole of Leiden society. The con-
troversy with Heereboord thus shows how the De la Courts put their rhe-
torical education into practice. The fĳirst time that the brothers’ rhetorical 
skills were publicly put to the test turned out to be a confrontation with 
the man who had introduced them to the art of rhetoric.

The conflict with Heereboord started in the context of the public 
debate over Cartesianism, yet its immediate cause lay in the private 
sphere of the De la Court household. Heereboord’s eclectic defence of 
Descartes, expounded in particular at the start of 1648 in his public speech 
De recte philosophice disputandi ratione, caused much debate within the 
academic community in Leiden. A month after the speech, this debate 
even led to a fĳight in the lecture-room between the advocates and 
opponents of Heereboord, including Pieter de la Court.66 After a repri-
mand by the board the following day, all those involved were admonished 
to refrain from further dispute, and the board reconfĳirmed an earlier ban 
on Cartesian teachings. De la Court’s aggressive participation in this 
debate, however, had little to do with the rising tide of Cartesianism. 
Instead, it was a consequence of the close but increasingly hostile rela-
tionship between him and his teacher, who had by then also become his 
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67 Op de onrijpe dood van Isak Heereboord (1648), Graf-dicht op den ongesiene Isaak 
Hereboord [1648], Af-comst ofte reken-tael, van Pieter Lacoer (1648), Het triumpherende 
Leyden over het beroemde huys-gesin van den vermaerde scietspoelder alias De La Court 
[1648].

68 Piere la Cour, gruwel der verwoestinge [1648]: “O grouwel! O verwoeste daet!/’t Geen 
selfs een Turck een Tartar laet,/Derft Pier la Cour met syn gespuys,/Bedryven in sijn eygen 
huys.”

69 ‘Claes Krynen van Oossanen, met zijn vlammende swaert’, Nieuw liedeken van een 
hoere-waerts soon buyten Yperen, hoe hy van zijn ouders wegh gheloopen, ende to Leyden 
door dwangh van zijn oom aen ’t weven gestelt is, ende daer near door zijn vroome en 
ontrouwe handel en wandel, tot groote en onrechtveerdighe rijckdom is gheraeckt [1648]: 
“Door lieghen ende bedrieghen,/En knibbelen op een deuyt,/Door deuchdens schijn, en 
vals te zijn/Wiert rijck, een vreemde guyt … Hy wiert so stracks ghevoert/Na d’Hemel 
heen, of nae beneen/Daer staet doch zyn La court.”

brother-in-law. Two years earlier, Heereboord had married Johanna de la 
Court, the only daughter of the family, born in 1620. As a successful aca-
demic, Heereboord offfered the social recognition that the De la Courts, as 
immigrants from humble origins, still lacked. Yet the marriage turned out 
to be anything but a success. Heereboord had huge debts, he used to drink 
excessively, and in April 1648 he seriously injured his young pregnant 
wife. When she gave birth to a son some months later, the child died 
shortly after being baptized. Soon thereafter, the marital conflict erupted 
in public.

During the funeral of the child and in the days that followed, numerous 
short pamphlets were distributed in Leiden, supposedly at the instigation 
of Heereboord himself, which harshly reproached his family-in-law.67 The 
vivid and very outspoken language typical to this kind of pasquilles 
mocked the De la Courts for their alien descent and accused them of 
unchristian behaviour and unjustly attained riches. A particularly fervent 
pamphlet, suggestively entitled Piere la Cour, gruwel der verwoestinge 
[“Piere la Cour, Horror of Devastation”] insinuated that Johanna, driven 
by a typically Walloon lust that could not be satisfĳied by a scholar like 
Heereboord, approached her own father instead to alleviate her desires. 
“O horror! O devastating deed!”, the pamphlet exclaimed, “What even a 
Turk leaves to a Tartar, dares Pieter de la Court to do with his rabble in his 
own house”.68Another pamphlet, meant to be sung on the tune of a popu-
lar melody, denounced De la Court sr. as “an alien rogue” who had only 
become rich “Through lying and deceiving, And haggling on a penny, By 
virtue’s pretence, and being false”. Such behaviour would earn De la Court 
his place in hell, “there where his La court stands”, so the song ended with 
a pun.69 Another pasquille, written by a range of self-declared “sworn pro-
ponents of the sincere truth and the free verse-right”, directly addressed 
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70 Gedwongen waarschouwing van S.v.M. e.a., altemaal gezwooren voorstanders van de 
oprechte waarheid, en het vrye dicht-recht aen La Courten. Den verkeerden s’Jaak, verrotten 
Pier, en schurftens Jan [1648]: “Dit is op ’t pampier, daar na op je huyt.”

71 [Pieter de la Court], Factum ofte gherechticheyt, van de huysvrouwe van Adriaen 
Heereboord, voor ende door deselve (The Hague, 1648) [Wildenberg, Bibliografĳie, nr. 1011] 
For Pieter’s authorship, see Driessen (ed.), Het Welvaren van Leiden, “Bibliographie” nr. 50, 
a facsimile of a letter concerning the dispute that Pieter wrote to the Leiden court of 
justice.

72 Factum, sig. B: “lasterende wel-spreeckentheydt”. Cf. Vossius, Rhetorices contractae 
I.IV.38, p. 45.

the sons of the family, who where warned that “This is on the paper, the 
next will be on your skin”.70

In spite of this menace, the stream of pamphlets directed against his 
family prompted Pieter de la Court to take up his pen in reply. In a pam-
phlet titled Factum ofte gherechticheyt, van de huysvrouwe van Adriaen 
Heereboord [“Fact or Justice, from the Wife of Adriaen Heereboord”], sup-
posedly written by Johanna herself but in reality of Pieter’s hand, De la 
Court aimed to refute Heereboord and his adherents in public.71 For this 
purpose, Heereboord’s classes in rhetoric proved to be of much value. The 
various rhetorical strategies used in this open rhetorical clash with 
Heereboord would remain central in all later publications of the brothers 
De la Court: the careful establishment of authorial ethos and rebuttal of 
the adversary, the arousal of the passions, and, in particular, the criticism 
of duplicitous speech.

In the opening lines of the pamphlet against Heereboord, De la Court 
tried fĳirst of all to win over the audience by establishing his own ethos. As 
Vossius had instructed, he addressed his readers directly to gain their sup-
port and stated that his reaction was not meant as an answer to “the lies 
and slanders” of the various pasquilles published against him and his fam-
ily. De la Court thus presented himself as a trustful witness who did not 
demean himself to the base level of deceit and insult. Insisting that his 
own testimony was based on evidence, he rebuked Heereboord for having 
used nothing but “slandering eloquence”. Accordingly, the establishment 
of ethos turned immediately into reproach of the adversary, for which De 
la Court invoked the authority of the Greek statesman Aristides, men-
tioned by Vossius as the commonplace embodiment of the virtue of jus-
tice.72 The ensuing refutation portrayed Heereboord in vivid terms as a 
highly aggressive and utterly unreliable drunkard. Already on the day of 
the wedding, De la Court wrote, Heereboord “revealed at once his shame-
less afffection to drunkenness”. His wife begged him to stop drinking, but 
in vain, for even in his study she caught him “fĳilled up with Wine which 
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73 Factum, sig. Bv.-B2v.: “… hy openbaerde terstondt sijne dulle ende onbeschaemde 
ghenegentheyt tot dronckenschap … wel vondt sy hem altemets, meenende dat hy in sijne 
Boecken besig was, in sijn Boeck-kamer droncken gekleet te Bedde leggen als hy sigh met 
Wijn, die by sijn Boecken in Flessen verborgen was, opgevold had.”

74 Adriaen Heereboord, Naackte ende nodige verdedigingh, vande eer ende het leven, van 
Adrianus Heereboord (Leiden, 1648), sig. A2, B3, Cv., D2v.: “… een register van lasteringen, 
leugenen, ende onchristelikke bitterheden … Soo veel te onmachtiger als hy is geweest in 
het schelden, soo veel te machtiger sal ik wesen in my te bedwingen … Hier mede speelt 
hy zeer wonderlick den Sophist … Eerlicke armoede can niemand verweten werden … Soo 
hebbense noch een nieu Polijtyk axioma, men moet niet achten als gelt of die gene die gelt 
heeft … Beter is het, dat wy over onsselven, als dat een ander over ons triumphere: de 
grootste victorie bevechten wy over ons selven.”

was hidden near his Books in Bottles”.73 Apart from being a drunkard, so 
De la Court’s defamation went on, Heereboord also mistreated his wife. 
By making public all sorts of private details and thus playing upon the 
shame of the audience, ranked by Vossius as one of the main passions in 
rhetoric, De la Court tried to damage Heereboord’s reputation as much as 
possible. At the same time, he sought to defend his own credentials as a 
writer and to defend the honour of his sister, restating at the end of the 
pamphlet that all said was based on clear evidence.

Not surprisingly, Heereboord reacted with the publication of a defence, 
in which he made two basic claims. First, immediately unmasking the 
author of the Factum as Pieter de la Court, he reproached him for having 
indulged in “a register of slanders, lies, and unchristian acridities” because 
of his inability to control his passions. “The more impotent as he has been 
in insulting, the more potent will I be in controlling myself”, Heereboord 
stated. Secondly, he accused De la Court of “playing very curiously the 
Sophist” and invoking unreliable witnesses and false testimony. Aptly 
employing rhetorical redescription, Heereboord tried to convince his 
audience that instead of being drunk, he was merely “sad” because of the 
distrust of his wife, instigated by her family. He then juxtaposed his own 
“honest poverty” with the “Political axiom” of the De la Courts “to honour 
only money and those who have money”. In a clear move to arouse his read-
ers’ passions, Heereboord fĳinally turned directly to his family-in-law to 
propose a settlement of the conflict, under the stoic motto that “it is bet-
ter that we triumph over ourselves than another over us, for the greatest 
victory we gain over ourselves”.74 In this way, Heereboord skilfully flung 
the accusation at De la Court, whom he portrayed as a passionate, greedy 
man unable to control himself.

De la Court replied again with a new pamphlet, almost twice as long as 
the fĳirst one. No longer hiding his identity, he followed the rhetorical 
strategies of his earlier work. Again he blamed Heereboord for using mere 
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75 [Pieter de la Court], Antwoordt op de verdediginghe van Adriaen Heereboord, hem 
ghegheven door zijnen swagher (The Hague, 1648) [Wildenberg, Bibliografĳie, nr. 1021], sig. 
B-B2v.: “… sulcks veelen als ’t hun maer in de verdediginghe hunner saecke voordeeligh 
kan zijn, sonder eenighe schaemte, valsche lasteringhen ende leughenen, met veele versi-
erde omstandigheden aerdigh trachten op te proncken … dat veele onvoorsichtighe ende 
eenvoudige menschen, met soo eene maniere van schryven die hy ghebruyckt, lichtelik 
verleydt worden … moet de Leeser oordeelen, of hy de suyverste waerheden niet voor 
leugenen, ende de deughden voor ondeughden uytgheroepen heeft.”

eloquence instead of clear argumentation, “because many, whenever it 
can be advantageous in the defence of their case, without any shame, try 
to adorn false slanders and lies nicely with many decorated details”. The 
reader, he insisted, should be warned that “many imprudent and simple 
people are, with the manner of writing that he uses, easily seduced”. In 
other words, De la Court contended that Heereboord rhetorically abused 
the passions of his audience because he “proclaimed the purest truths for 
lies, and the virtues for vices”.75 The controversy with Heereboord, then, 
had turned from a conflict over the honour of the De la Court family into 
a conflict over the best form of rhetoric. Both Heereboord and De la Court 
claimed that they knew best how to moderate the passions; both argued 
that they played upon the passions in an ethical way by telling the truth, 
while they repudiated their adversary for employing deceiving eloquence 
instead of true argument. The conflict reveals how both parties shared the 
same rhetorical culture, dominated by the ambivalent assessment of the 
passions in speech.

The dispute continued for some months and caused widespread com-
motion in Leiden, where the municipal authorities tried in vain to halt 
the quarrel by prohibiting the publication and circulation of more slan-
derous writings. Once unleashed, public argument thus proved to be 
untameable – a phenomenon that the De la Courts would experience 
again later. Moreover, the Heereboord afffair offfered De la Court a fĳirst 
opportunity to apply his rhetorical skills outside the lecture-room. As this 
chapter will continue to show, key elements of the confrontation with 
Heereboord, from the establishment of authorial ethos, the warning 
against “slandering eloquence”, to the rhetorical power of the passions, 
were to play a prominent role across the entire œuvre of the brothers De 
la Court.

Impressing the Reader: The Frontispiece

How did the De la Courts enter the marketplace of public debate in the 
1660s? Their rhetorical and commercial involvement in politics started 
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76 Sharpe, Reading Revolutions, esp. 26–27, 44.
77 Marika Keblusek, “Nieuwsvoorziening in de Republiek. De Engelse burgeroorlog in 

Haagse drukken,” in Henk Kleijer et al. (eds.), Tekens en teksten. Cultuur, communicatie en 
maatschappelijke veranderingen vanaf de late middeleeuwen (Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press, 1992), 60–77: 72.

with the material aspect of their works. As Kevin Sharpe has argued con-
vincingly, many of the physical features of early-modern texts, from size 
and frontispiece to typography, entailed important authorial and edito-
rial choices which merged the aesthetic with the political.76 The specifĳic 
language of a text also had profound political consequences. The brothers 
De la Court did not present their works as scholarly Latin treatises on poli-
tics, rather they chose deliberately to write in the vernacular. This linguis-
tic choice had immediate political implications, for it meant that their 
works could be read and discussed on a much broader level than texts 
written in Latin. As long pamphlets, often handily published in duodec-
imo format and as such easily to carry and to distribute, the works of the 
De la Courts became part of the fervent pamphleteering business in the 
Dutch Republic. Their decision to write in Dutch therefore reflected a 
deliberate attempt to be read and commented upon by many. At the same 
time, their works were published in the elevated Roman typeface rather 
than the more popular Gothic normally used in pamphlets.77 In other 
words, the brothers’ use of the vernacular in Roman typeface expressed a 
preference for a particular kind of public debate, broad, urban, but also of 
a certain standing. This notion implied that political issues require wide-
spread, but not too widespread, discussion and engagement – a claim 
with manifest political implications.

Apart from language and typography, the exterior presentation of the 
work of the De la Courts also involved obvious political and commercial 
choices. The fĳirst 1660 edition of the Consideratien van Staat and all edi-
tions of the Interest van Holland were published with only a simple fron-
tispiece which mentioned the title, De la Court’s pseudonym, and the 
publisher. Yet in his reworking of the Consideratien to the Politike Weeg-
schaal and in the publication of the Politike Discoursen, the Historie der 
Gravelike Regering and the Aanwysing, Pieter de la Court chose difffer-
ently. To raise the standing of these works and their capacity to seduce 
and impress, these new editions were presented to the public with a 
neatly engraved frontispiece which exploited not only language but also 
the power of the image, entering the battlefĳield of public debate in full 
armour.
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The case of the Politike Weeg-schaal offfers a good example of how De la 
Court used visual imagery to illustrate and strengthen his argumentation. 
The frontispiece of the 1661 edition (see fĳig. 1), copied in all ensuing edi-
tions, shows a highly suggestive scene in which the scales of the title, 
managed by a divine hand emerging from a sunlit cloud, balance the 
two  weights of politics: at the left, the ius belli, adorned with a ribbon 
mentioning, in rather crude Latin, servitus bellium, and at the right, the ius 
civille (sic), garlanded with libertas et iusticia. While a king and his courti-
ers watch at one side and two wise jurists at the other, the ius civille clearly 
tilts the scales, and from the enlightened sky descends the Ciceronian 
maxim cedant arma togae.78 Below, a scene in which a royal family idly 
wastes its time in corporal pleasures while armies clash at the back-
ground, is juxtaposed with an image of flourishing maritime commerce, 
at the forefront of which stands a diligent farmer cultivating his land, the 
archetype of republican virtue. Thus the book immediately directs the 
reader toward a depiction of divinely inspired good versus bad govern-
ment, epitomizing the contents of the work.79

This frontispiece also contained a distinct intertextual and interpicto-
rial reference that would not have escaped the eye of the attentive reader. 
In 1618, the famous Dutch poet and playwright Joost van den Vondel had 
published anonymously a satirical poem on the Arminian controversy 
that tore apart Dutch society and politics (see chapter 5 below). This 
poem, entitled Op de jonghste Hollantsche transformatie [“On Holland’s 
Latest Transformation”], entailed an implicit but highly critical account 
of the way in which the controversy had been settled, accompanied by an 
elaborate engraving that elucidated Vondel’s intentions (see fĳig. 2). The 
engraving shows the two opposing camps of the conflict placing their 
strongest arguments in the scales of a large balance, until the Stadholder, 
Maurice of Orange, forcefully interferes and makes the scales tilt to his 
side.80 Vondel’s poem and its imagery, printed several times throughout 

78 Cicero, De offfĳiciis I.XXII.77. The same motto embellishes the frontispiece of Lieuwe 
van Aitzema, Herstelde Leeuw, of discours, over ’t gepasseerde in de Vereenighde 
Nederlanden, in ’t iaer 1650, ende 1651 (The Hague, 1652) a historical treatise on the 
attempted coup d’état by William II.

79 For the rhetorical importance of the frontispiece see Sharpe, Reading Revolutions, 49. 
The frontispieces of the Politike Weeg-schaal, Politike Discoursen and Historie der Gravelike 
Regering are all signed by P[ieter] Philippe, an engraver active in The Hague in the early 
1660s.

80 [Joost van den Vondel], Op de Jonghste Hollantsche Transformatie [1618]. For an anal-
ysis of the political contents of the poem, see B.H. Molkenboer, De jonge Vondel 
(Amsterdam: Parnassus, 1950), 489–503; and N. Wijngaards, “Vondels Hollantsche 
Transformatie,” De nieuwe taalgids 59 (1966), 302–312.
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Fig. 1. Frontispiece to Johan and Pieter de la Court, Consideratien van Staat, ofte Polityke 
Weeg-schaal, 1661. Amsterdam University Library, OTM: OG 63-822
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Fig. 2. Joost van den Vondel, Op de Waeg-schaal, 1618. Amsterdam University Library, 
OTM: Pr. G16a

the century, had in time become known simply as Op de waeg-schaal van 
Hollandt [“On the Balance of Holland”]. Even in 1682, it was said that this 
print was still “in everyone’s hands”.81 Accordingly, the publication of 
the Politike Weeg-schaal in 1661 might very well have entailed an implicit 
reference to Vondel’s popular depiction of the Arminian controversy, 

81 Molkenboer, Jonge Vondel, 501.
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82 Horace, Epistles I.1, v. 45. This phrase is also quoted in Hugo Grotius, The Free Sea, ed. 
David Armitage (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2004), 14.

83 Lucan, Pharsalia X.407.
84 See Sharpe, Reading Revolutions, 49.

with the scales of the Politike Weeg-schaal being exactly asymmetrical to 
those of Vondel’s poem. De la Court’s message was obvious: by now, at the 
height of the era of ‘True Liberty’, the balance in the Dutch Republic had 
changed.

De la Court prepared a still more elaborate imagery for the editions of 
the Politike Discoursen. The frontispiece of this work (fĳig. 3) is dominated 
by eight emblematic representations of justice and war, religion and dili-
gence, clarifĳied by telling sententiae that contrast the diligence of the 
maritime merchant (impiger extremos currit mercator ad Indos)82 with the 
untrustworthiness of soldiers (nulla fĳides pietasque viris qui castra sequun-
tur).83 Similarly, the reader of the Historie der gravelike regering (fĳig. 4) is 
confronted with six symbolic depictions of liberty and slavery: from a bird 
kept in a cage who watches another bird fly happily away, to the biblical 
donkey Issaschar beaten by his master, with the maxim Tenere Libertatem 
aut mori ante Servitium. In both cases, the external appearance of the 
work introduces the reader to the themes of mercantile politics and 
republican liberty.

This function of the frontispiece as an introduction to the text is most 
evident in the case of the Aanwysing, the 1669 revised edition of the 
Interest van Holland. Whereas the latter was printed with a simple page 
mentioning just title and publisher, often in cheap and practical duodec-
imo format, as a work of standing and authority the Aanwysing was 
instead published in quarto with a highly elaborated frontispiece in the 
form of a large arch (see fĳig. 5). This image literally performs the function 
of an entrance into the text with the powerful connotations of triumph 
and monumentality.84 De la Court’s arch is adorned with authoritative 
weaponry and blazons which depict the fĳishing industry and trade, 
Holland’s main sources of income and splendour. A scene of cheerful and 
talkative burghers shows how peace and happiness are only to be found 
in republics, while another scene of a governmental assembly embodies 
the republic’s rule of law. Entering the text through this arch, the reader is 
visually confronted with what is to be encountered there in words. As in 
the case of the other works of the De la Courts, the frontispiece is thus an 
integral element of the brothers’ rhetoric.
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Fig. 3. Frontispiece to Johan and Pieter de la Court, Politike Discoursen, 1662. Amsterdam 
University Library, OTM: OG 63-7504
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Fig. 4. Frontispiece to Pieter de la Court, Historie der Gravelike Regering in Holland, 1662. 
Amsterdam University Library, OTM: OK 61-565
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Fig. 5. Frontispiece to Pieter de la Court, Aanwysing der heylsame politike gronden en max-
imen, 1669. Amsterdam University Library, OTM: O 63-3745
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85 Ibidem, 54–57.
86 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Voor-reeden, Inhoudende het oog-wit des autheurs,” sig. *3: “… 

alle lofffelike goede Orateurs en Schrijvers.”

The Power of the Image: Presentation & Justifĳication

Apart from the illustration of a work, this power of imagery is also con-
nected to a second meaning of the term image: the way the author pre-
sents himself to the audience, the authorial ethos as emphasized in 
rhetorical theory. Pieter de la Court demonstrated careful attention to 
this issue in his editing and revisions of the texts left by his brother Johan, 
adding large prefaces in which he clarifĳied the intention of these works. 
These prefaces, each in line with Vossius’s remarks about the importance 
of addressing the reader directly, clearly aimed to justify the writing and 
to win the support of the audience, thus establishing a positive image of 
their author.85 De la Court constructed an image of himself and his brother 
as truth-tellers, as liable, trustworthy rhetoricians who know how to play 
upon the passions of their audience in an ethical way, instead of the “slan-
dering eloquence” of men such as Heereboord. This way of establishing 
ethos can be compared to the Classical notion of parrhèsia, the rhetorical 
device of outspokenness.

The establishment of authorial ethos in De la Court’s preface to the 
Politike Weeg-schaal starts with a description of the task of the orator, 
clarifĳied by a telling metaphor – as Vossius had taught, a useful means of 
engaging the reader’s attention. From the beginning De la Court identifĳies 
himself with “all laudable good Orators and Writers” who, like sailors navi-
gating through difffĳicult waters, must employ all their skills in order to 
reach the shore safely.86 This common naval metaphor is employed to jus-
tify the brothers’ involvement in politics: like the sailor, the orator is 
forced to devote himself completely to his cause, even if this devotion will 
lead to what some might judge as exaggerated conclusions. The reader, 
and especially the political establishment, should therefore take no 
offfence at the work and the style in which it is written, since its writer is 
truly well-intentioned and keen to avoid causing offfence. Indeed, De la 
Court boldly continues his metaphor,

this Writing should be to the highest degree pleasing to all Regents and 
Children of Princes [read: the young William of Orange, future William III], 
since putting them the evil ways of Courtiers and the corruptions, or errors of 
Governments, clearer before the eyes than possibly has been done by any 
other Writing so far, it can also serve them as a brightly shining beacon to 
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87 Ibidem, sig. *4: “Maar is ter contrarie waaragtig dat dit Schrift ten hoogsten aange-
naam behoorde te wezen, aan alle Regenten en Kinderen der Princen, alzoo het zelven hun 
de quaade gangen der Hoovelingen en corruptien, of dwaalingen der Regeeringen, klaarder 
voor de oogen stellende, als mischien voor deesen, ooit door eenig ander Schrift is geschiet, 
hun ook kan strekken een helschijnend baaken, om in deeze zee der Regeeringe, alle de 
aangeweese sanden, klippen en stranden te vermyden.”

88 Ibidem, sig. *4v.: “… hy, by leeven zijnde, in het generaal geen Twist-schriften leesen-
swaardig agtede, om dat de selve ten weederzijden altijds meer door passie, als reeden, 
werden gedreeven.” Ibidem, sig. *6v.-**1: “Indien nogtans iemant dien anderen twistgier-
igen weg wil inslaan, hy doe dat vryelik, en zy verseekert … dat men dienvolgende, dit last-
erent schuim van Menschen (Spreta exolescunt; si irascare adgnita videntur. C. Tacit.) niet 
kragtiger kan beantwoorden, dan met veragten, en stil zwijgen.” The quote is from Tacitus, 
Annals IV.34.

89 Ibidem III.III.6, p. 670: “… een Liefhebber mijns vry Vaderlands.”

avoid in this sea of Government all the revealed sandbanks, rocks, and 
beaches.87

Like in the pamphlets of the Heereboord afffair, De la Court presents the 
work as a reliable account that offfers the reader a trustworthy and reward-
ing guide through the panorama of political debate.

This image is reinforced by the presentation of the author (the deceased 
Johan) as a virtuous man who, “while alive, in general did not consider 
any Quarrelsome writings worth reading, because those are on both sides 
always more driven by passion than by reason”. Again as in the Heereboord 
afffair, De la Court thus claims the high moral standard of the author who 
refuses to demean himself to the base level of passionate argument. 
Anyone is allowed to enter freely the “cantankerous path” of refutation, 
De la Court writes, yet he continues to insist that “such slanderous scum 
of Men … cannot be more forcefully answered than with contempt and 
silence”.88 This powerful statement, which mirrors Vossius’s remarks on 
the utility of undermining possible critique from the start, is ultimately 
repeated to increase its impact in the very last phrases of the work. Here 
De la Court asserts that by publishing the Politike Weeg-schaal he has 
merely fulfĳilled his duty as “a Lover of my free Fatherland” and shall now 
refrain from further debate.89 All throughout the work, this image of the 
upright and objective author who rationally searches for truth instead of 
passionate quarrel is upheld eloquently. For example, prior to a long and 
radical criticism of monarchical rule, De la Court starts with the claim 
that he will discuss all (dis)advantages of all diffferent kinds of govern-
ment, “without passing over any of these because of hate or favour, trust-
ing that all impartial Readers will praise my zeal in this”. Later, he sides 
with the advocates of republics, yet supposedly only for the sake of con-
venience “to avoid difffĳiculty”. And juxtaposing aristocracy and democracy 
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90 Ibidem I.I.8, p. 40: “… zonder eenige der zelven, uit haat ofte gonst voorby te slaan. 
Vertrouwende dat alle onpartijdige Lezers mijnen yver in dezen zullen pryzen.” Ibidem 
I.I.11, p. 52: “… onder de persoon van gemelde liefhebbers der Republiken, en zal om de 
moejelikheid te schuwen, voortaan dus haar gevoelen, als of het mijn eigen waar, voorstel-
len.” Ibidem III.I.6, p. 557–558: “… zoo heeft het my goed gedagt, om den Leeser in deese 
twijfffelinge te helpen resolveeren.”

91 Politike Discoursen, “Voor-Reeden, Aen den Leeser,” sig. *5: “… van veele andere 
boosaardige, door-trapte en schynheilige menschen, sullen om eigen interest, ten hoog-
sten verfoeid werden … Warelik, dit geheele Werk, werd door my vergeleeken by een wel-
beplante-Moes- kruyd- en Bloem-hof bestaande uit veelderley voedsame, schoone, 
heilsaame, en vergiftige Kruiden … Iaa dat meer is, gelijk een Apotheekers-Winkel.”

92 Ibidem, sig. (6): “… sulks indien de Leeser als een boosaardige Spin in een Kruid-Hof, 
uit-suigen, of als een quaadwillig roekeloos mensch in een Medicinale Apotheeke, het arg-
sten alleen uitkiesen, ende ’t sy onvoorsigtig, ’t sy boosaardiglik smaaken, en appliceren wil.”

with some room for doubt about which of the two should be considered 
best, De la Court presents himself as the unbiased and all-knowing guide 
who has decided “to assist the Reader in resolving these doubts”.90

A comparable image of a benevolent, prudent, and honourable author, 
yet now fused with a degree of unease about the reader’s independence, is 
presented in the preface to the Politike Discoursen, also added by Pieter de 
la Court. In this preface, De la Court again employs the power of meta-
phor to prove his point. Aware that “malignant, villainous, and hypocrite” 
readers might loathe the work “out of self-interest”, he imaginatively com-
pares the book to a “well-planted Vegetable, herb, and Flower garden con-
sisting of many nutritious, beautiful, curative, and poisonous Herbs”.91 
Like a pharmacy, such a garden might contain many plants that are 
potentially very harmful and toxic, but these can nonetheless be useful 
when applied in the right manner. De la Court thus warns possible adver-
saries that they are themselves responsible for any misreading when they 
want to “suck like a malignant Spider in a Herb Garden, or like an evil-
minded reckless Man in a Medicinal Pharmacy, to chose only the worst, 
and to taste and apply it either imprudently or malignantly”.92 In other 
words, the author himself is not to blame for any possible mishandling of 
the work: aware that his playing upon the imagination of the audience is 
a risky afffair, De la Court attempts from the start to elude possible criti-
cism. This is an important feature of his authorial ethos, for it shows that 
De la Court was acutely aware of the limits to successful persuasion. After 
all, every reader judges independently.

A skilful rhetorician should therefore know how to steer the reader’s 
judgment in the right direction. As Vossius instructed, it is essential for 
this purpose that authorial pretensions are not exaggerated and do not 
necessitate studiousness. De la Court eloquently follows this advice. In 
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93 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Voor-reeden,” sig. *5: “… pedantise school-sieke beuselingen, 
der Geleerden.”

94 Politike Discoursen, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. *5: “… in ’t geheel geconsidereerd weesende, 
leesens waardiger dunken; als eenige andere, die tot heeden oover diergelijke Materien, in 
eenigerley taalen, sijn in het ligt gekoomen.”

95 Ibidem, sig. *4: “… een Naawkeurig Leeser sal konnen merken, dat de Aeutheur veele 
saaken in sijne gedagten heeft gehad, die hy onder het haastig schryven, of niet gekonnen, of 
niet gewild, of ook vergeeten heefd, uit te drukken … Iaa dat meer is, de Leeser sal buiten 
twijfel omtrent de bygebragte exempelen bespeuren, een veel groter slordigheid.”

96 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Voor-reeden,” sig. *5: “… seekerlik heeft hy gelooft, in soo wijd-
luftige materien, door al te geringe kennisse, swakheit van een menschelik oordeel, als ook 
door traagheit, veelsints te sullen hebben gedwaalt.”

the preface to the Politike Weeg-schaal, he reacts fĳiercely against the 
“pedantic scholastic humbug of Scholars”,93 presenting the work as a much 
more realistic and accurate account of politics than the fruits of academic 
pens could possibly provide. This dismissal of scholarly politica is even 
more explicit in the Politike Discoursen, overtly claimed to be written out 
of disgust with conventional political studies in the Swiss, German and 
Dutch republics, so meagre when compared to their Italian counterparts. 
In this way, De la Court evidently tries to capture the reader’s attention by 
emphasizing the autodidactic and anti-establishment character of his 
and his brother’s works. His blatant message is that these works provide 
something novel and unusual, that they are “more worth reading than any 
others that have come to light so far about such Matters in any language”.94 
Yet for all this haughtiness, De la Court also realizes that he should not fall 
into overt arrogance and swollen language. Therefore he also employs the 
device of modesty. Stating that some passages are “hastily written” and far 
from comprehensive, while others can hardly hide their “inaccuracy”,95 De 
la Court asserts that the author “has surely believed to have erred much in 
such extensive matters, because of far too poor knowledge, weakness of 
human judgment, and slowness”.96 As Vossius taught, such a blend of 
haughtiness and modesty ought to make the reader truly benevolent and 
attentive.

All these elements of the establishment of authorial ethos fĳinally reap-
pear in the Aanwysing, De la Court’s most self-assured treatise. Following 
the rhetorical strategy of his earlier work, De la Court proclaims his pru-
dence and probity in publishing the work as well as the novelty of its con-
tents yet feebleness of judgment. Most importantly, he again asserts that 
none should take offfence at his writing since he is a truly trustworthy and 
impartial author, not biased in favour of either side of the political spec-
trum in the Dutch Republic. De la Court insists that he has never been 
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  97 Aanwysing, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. *4: “soo soudemen kennelik vander waarheid afd-
walen, indienmen my lasterlik wilde nageven, dit Werk met voordagt om de Vrye 
Regeerderen deser Doorlugtige en Grootmogende Republike te vleyen, of wel ter oneere 
ende ten nadeele der Princen van Oranjen.”

  98 Ibidem, sig. **1v.: “… die seer lang gepleegde verstand ende land-verdervende vleye-
rien der Schrijveren.” Ibidem, sig. *****2v.: “… soo gelieve de Leeser, procul ira procul studio, 
het volgende Bouk alsoo onpartydig te leesen, als het selven door my met een bedaard 
ende Vaderland- en waarheid-lievend gemoed is beschreven.”

  99 See David Colclough, Freedom of Speech in Early Stuart England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005), esp. 12–60.

100 Rhetorica ad C. Herennium, trans. Harry Caplan (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1954) IV.XXXVII.49, p. 353.

offfended by the House of Orange, that “someone would evidently stray 
from truth if he would slanderously criticize me to have written this Work 
with a design to flatter the free Rulers of this Serene and Powerful Republic 
or to the dishonour and disadvantage of the Princes of Orange”.97 De la 
Court thus claims his own disinterestedness and rational objectivity, in 
direct opposition to the “reason- and country-depraving flatteries of 
Writers”. While such flatterers distort the truth out of the fear for reper-
cussions, De la Court stresses his own patriotic desire to proclaim the 
truth, however unwelcome that may be, inviting the reader “to read the 
Book as impartially as it has been written by me with a calm Fatherland- 
and truth-loving mood”.98 In short, De la Court presents himself as rheto-
rician who knows how to entice the readers’ imagination in the service of 
the truth and the commonwealth.

This prominent claim of being an outspoken truth-teller involves the 
specifĳic rhetorical fĳigure of parrhèsia. This device, a prime element of the 
mechanisms of democracy and the defĳinition of citizenship in Ancient 
Athens, was a distinct fĳigure of speech in Classical and humanist rhetori-
cal theory: it entailed the act of bluntly telling the truth while at the same 
time vindicating such straightforwardness.99 The Roman treatise Ad 
Herennium in particular recognized the usefulness of this fĳigure “in pre-
senting us, the speakers, as friendly both to the hearers and to the truth”.100 
Accordingly, parrhèsia was an essential element of the establishment of 
authorial ethos. By claiming to tell the truth in a straightforward way, 
without fear or dissimulation, a rhetorician could win the support of the 
audience while expounding his opinions openly, however unwelcome 
they might be.

Similarly, for De la Court, the employment of parrhèsia offfered the rhe-
torical means to win over the reader, justify his and his brother’s work and 
proudly expound the radical potential of their political ideas. Besides, 
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101 See Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 118–119, and Ann Moss, Printed Commonplace-
Books and the Structuring of Renaissance Thought (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996). Many 
of the sayings in the works of the De la Courts are also present in the widely read work by 
Jacob Cats, Spiegel van den Ouden ende Nieuwen Tijdt (1632, facsimile ed. Amsterdam 
1968), a collection of moralistic poems illustrated with emblems and popular expressions 
in various languages.

102 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.13, p. 78: “… een aap is een aap al heeft hy een gouden rok an, 
en aapery is aapery.” Cf. Vossius, Rhetorices contractae, IV.XII.5, p. 432: “Simia est simia, 
etiam si aurea gestat insignia.” For sententiae as a rhetorical device, cf. E.J. Hundert, 
“Bernard Mandeville and the Enlightenment’s Maxims of Modernity,” Journal of the 
History of Ideas 56 (1995), 577–593: 578–579.

parrhèsia could entice the imagination of the audience by playing upon 
the passion of impudence, one of the four main passions in Vossius’s 
account of deliberative rhetoric. Through the act of outspoken parrhèsia, 
disregarding all forms of decorum, a rhetorician like De la Court made 
clear to his audience that audacity and impertinence are a virtue, thus 
motivating the readers’ impudence for the sake of persuasion. Finally, as 
an essential element of the establishment of ethos, De la Court’s parrhèsia 
also gives us a fĳirst hint of the sort of speech that he and his brother con-
sidered to be efffective rhetoric. In being outspoken and singing the praise 
of such outspokenness, the De la Courts aimed to show that candour 
offfers the key to a constructive public debate.

Tapping the Sources of Eloquence: Ornatus & Ridicule

The establishment of authorial ethos is one aspect of the rhetorical design 
of Vossius’s helepolis, the fortifĳied rhetorical battering-tower harnessed 
for the peaceful invasion of the reader’s soul. Another aspect of this 
design, as shown above, is ornatus. Vossius, in line with Classical rhetori-
cal theory, extensively discussed a range of particular elocutionary devices 
that can be employed to play upon the imagination of the audience. Many 
of these tropes and fĳigures of speech are also prominent in the writings of 
the brothers De la Court.

The most central fĳigure in their work is the explanatory use of senten-
tiae and exempla, which Vossius suggested as means to instruct and 
delight the audience. All works of the De la Courts are packed with prov-
erbs, expressions, and apophthegms in diffferent languages, most proba-
bly taken from the commonplace books that were widely used in the 
early-modern period.101 In line with their rhetorical praise of candour and 
straightforwardness, the De la Courts are especially fond of witty proverbs 
that remove the façade of hypocrisy, such as the saying, also mentioned 
by Vossius, “a monkey is a monkey, even if he wears a golden suit”.102 More 
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103 Lucan, Pharsalia, sive de bello civili Caesaris et Pompeii, ed. Hugo Grotius ([Leiden], 
1614), reprinted numerous times throughout the century. Pieter de la Court van der Voort 
had a copy of the 1643 edition: Library, fol. 33. For Lucan’s impact in England, see Norbrook, 
Writing the English Republic, 23–62. Cf. on the politics of reading in early-modern England 
the seminal article by Lisa Jardine and Anthony Grafton, “ ‘Studied for Action’: How 
Gabriel Harvey Read His Livy,” Past & Present 129 (1990), 30–78; and Sharpe, Reading 
Revolutions. On the De la Courts’ republican reading of Tacitus, see Jan Hartman, “Tacitism 
and Trade. Johan (1622–1660) and Pieter (1618–1685) de la Court’s Maxims and Algernon 
Sidney’s ‘Court Maxims’ ”, unpublished paper.

104 On the use of exempla and the auctoritas of quotes, see Wansink, Politieke weten-
schappen, 56–59.

105 Aanwysing II.10, p. 308: “… die gelieve met aandagt te leesen de Historien van 
Francisco Guicciardini en Philips van Comines.” For a republican reading of De Commines, 
cf. Joël Blanchard, Commynes l’Européen. L’invention du politique (Geneva: Droz, 1996), 
esp. 205–227.

importantly, the brothers often quote short sententiae of two Classical 
authors in particular: Tacitus, the prime authority for seventeenth-
century political writing who is invoked by the De la Courts as a critical 
insider’s account of the abject life at a monarchical court; and Lucan, 
whose Pharsalia offfered a telling historical account of what happens 
when one man tries to attain all power. Clearly, the De la Courts read their 
Tacitus and Lucan as republican authors, as commentators on the moral 
and political ruin caused by monarchical rule. This reading of Lucan is 
particularly signifĳicant. As David Norbrook has shown, a similar anti-
monarchical interpretation of Lucan, following Grotius’s influential edi-
tion of the Pharsalia from 1614, informed the republican imagination in 
England at the opening of the Civil War.103

While sententiae thus add time-honoured authority to topical political 
claims, the rhetorical employment of exempla serves a similar purpose.104 
Numerous historical episodes, travel stories and literary anecdotes per-
vade the work of the De la Courts as rhetorical display of their wide 
knowledge and literary taste. Moreover, the recurring exempla taken from 
authors like Francesco Guicciardini and Philippe de Commines involve a 
distinctly republican reading of history. As De la Court explains, whoever 
will “read with attention the Histories by Francesco Guicciardini and 
Philippe de Commines” must become convinced of De la Court’s own 
claims about the vicious behaviour of kings.105 Also signifĳicant in this con-
text is the use of less conventional work such as the Gulistan, written by 
the thirteenth-century Persian author Saadi. This work, translated from a 
German edition into Dutch as Perssiaansche Roosengaard [“Persian Rose 
Garden”] was published in 1654 by the controversial Amsterdam editor 
Jan Rieuwertsz, later the publisher of Spinoza. The De la Courts read this 
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106 Saadi, Perssiaansche Roosengaard: Beplant met vermaaklijke Historiën, scharp-
zinnige Redenen, nutte regelen, en leerrijke Sin-spreuken (Amsterdam, 1654), translated 
from the German edition by Adam Olearius. On this edition, see Faramarz Behzad, 
Adam Olearius’ “Persanischer Rosenthal”. Untersuchungen von Saadis “Golestan” im 17. 
Jahrhundert (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1970). On Rieuwertsz, see Pieter 
Visser, Godtslasterlijck ende pernicieus. De rol van boekdrukkers en boekverkopers in de ver-
spreiding van dissidente religieuze en fĳilosofĳische denkbeelden in Nederland in de tweede 
helft van de zeventiende eeuw (Amsterdam: AD&L, 1996).

107 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.4, p. 530: “… dat deese Populare Regeering op geen gewelt 
gefondeert, maar naturelik, redelik, en in zig zelven billik is. ’t Welk niet klaarder beweesen 
kan werden, als met vragen; Wat kan natureliker zijn, als te leven naar zijn eigen oordeel, 
ordre, en wetten? Wat kan reedeliker zijn als te gehoorsamen die men zelfs gekooren heeft? 
Wat kan billiker zijn, als te dulden, mislagen, en menschen die men zelfs beeteren, en strafffen 
kan?”

108 Ibidem I.III.8, p. 258: “O dwaze menschen kinderen! Meent gy dat het genoeg is, een 
Heer, een Hooft te maken, dat veel goets aan een land zoude kunnen doen? O neen, dat is 
waarelik de blinde klip daar gy schipbreuk lyden, en in der eeuwigheid over zugten zult.”

work too as a republican assessment of the gruesome fate of those who 
live under monarchical domination.106 Besides, Saadi’s anecdotes and par-
ables revealed the rhetorical usefulness of making a point by telling a 
funny story, another important element of the rhetoric of the De la Courts.

Whereas sententiae and exempla principally play upon the reader’s 
imagination through delightful instruction and illustration of the argu-
ment, other fĳigures of speech mobilize the intrinsic power of language 
itself to entice the passions. One of these fĳigures is the device of interroga-
tio. A signifĳicant passage in the work of the De la Courts on the advantages 
of democratic rule explicitly acknowledges the use of this device for the 
sake of persuasion. This passage maintains that

it is evident that this Popular Government is not founded upon any violence 
but that it is natural, rational, and in itself fair. Which cannot be proven 
clearer than with questions: What can be more natural than to live accord-
ing to one’s own judgment, order, and laws? What can be more rational than 
to obey the one of one’s own choice? What can be more fair than to endure 
mistakes and men that one can improve and punish oneself?107

Through this device, the De la Courts lure the reader into agreement by 
making their statements seem obvious and irrefutable. A comparable sty-
listic fĳigure that entices the audience is ekphonesis, a forceful exclama-
tion, as in another passage that imaginatively warns the audience never 
more to appoint a Stadholder: “O foolish children of men! Do you think it is 
enough to make a Lord a Head of State, which then could do much good to a 
country? O no, that is truly the blind rock where you will be shipwrecked and 
which you will groan about for all eternity.”108 Clearly, such an exclamatory 
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109 Ibidem I.I.10, p. 47: “Maar hier tegen zeggen de Liefhebbers der Republiken dat alle 
deeze gemelde en ingebeelde voordeelen der Monarchale Regeringe, zijn gefondeert op 
een deze groote dwalinge, namentlik, dat de menschen en Monarchen meer de Reeden als 
haare verkeerde passien en wellusten volgen, daar ter contrarie … by Koningen nog schaamt 
nog deugt te vinden is, indien zy de gemeene loop der menscheliker nature involgen.” The 
entire passage, comprising chapters 8–11 (pp. 40–56) from the fĳirst part of the work, offfers 
a clear example of how Pieter de la Court revised the writings of Johan: the fĳirst edition 
mentions only the advantages of monarchy, while their rhetorical redescriptions appear 
in the later editions.

110 Aanwysing, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. ***4: “… dat dese Princen van Oranjen geene Engelen, 
maar Menschen zijnde.”

warning plays upon two central passions of deliberative rhetoric: shame, 
stimulated by the insistence on the stupidity of desiring a Stadholder, and 
fear, aroused by the description of its disastrous consequences.

Accordingly, these elements of ornatus sustain the De la Courts’ repub-
lican argumentation by engaging the passions of their audience. The same 
goes for the important device of paradiastole, the rhetorical redescription 
of men and actions by changing their conventional characteristics. 
Vossius had instructed that this fĳigure is particularly powerful when used 
for reprehension, and this is exactly the way in which it is employed by 
the De la Courts. An important example is a passage in the Politike Weeg-
schaal that lists, under the guise of objectivity, all advantages commonly 
ascribed to monarchies, and then continues to re-evaluate and disclaim 
every one of these arguments. Reprehending the duplicitous rhetoric of 
flatterers, the passage argues that these “imagined advantages of 
Monarchical Government are founded on a fundamental error, namely, 
that people and Monarchs follow rather Reason than their wrong passions 
and lusts, since, to the contrary, … there is no shame nor virtue to be found 
amongst Kings when they follow the common course of human nature”.109 In 
short, monarchs cannot escape the human condition. While courtly flat-
tery does not acknowledge this passionate baseness and therefore fails 
the test of good rhetoric, the paradiastole of the De la Courts implies that 
republican outspokenness knows how to deal with the passions. This 
message is especially prominent in the preface to the Aanwysing, which 
offfers an elaborate example of rhetorical redescription, now directly 
aimed at the Dutch Stadholders. Turning the established reputation of all 
members of the House of Orange upside down, De la Court insists that 
“these Princes of Orange are not Angels but Men”.110 Being human, they 
are by necessity slaves to their passions, and instead of embodying all 
princely virtues they are driven by lust and the dangerous ambition to 
dominate. The good rhetorician, so De la Court suggests, tells the truth 
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111 See Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 172–180, 279–284.
112 Politike Discoursen II.VI.18, p. 236: “… soo pleegen de Courtisans ombeschaamdelik 

haare pluim-strijkereijen; daar in meest bestaande, wie omtrent den Souverain aardigst sal 
konnen liegen, en bedriegen: en vermits yder der Hoovelingen, tragt daar in sijn makkers 
te booven te gaan, op hoope van meer als sy te verkrijgen; soo roemen sy niet alleen de 
Vorsten waaragtige macht, maar verkeeren selfs sijn ondeugden tot deugden, en noe-
mense die deugd, daar sy naast by gelijkt. Gelijk wanneermen de quistigheid milddaadig-
heid, de ooverdaad royaliteit, de dronkenschap vroylikheid, de hoerery liefde, de hoogmoed 
agtbaarheid, de wreedheid justitite, de dievery gaawigheid, het vloeken openhartigheid, de 
klap-achtigheid welspreekendheid, de geveinstheid politie, ofte wereld-wijsheid, ende der 
Grooten gewoonelike poltronerie, ofte kleinmoedigheid, voorsigtigheid noemd.”

113 Ibidem II.IV.5, p. 37: “… dat de Iuristen quade Christen, de Medicyns Libertyns, de 
Philosophen Atheisten, de Politiken geveinsde Machiavillisten, de Mathematici en 
Astronomi, Tovenaars en Waarseggers waren.”

about this behaviour. The good rhetorician is a straightforward republi-
can who unmasks monarchical dissimulation.

Yet while employing paradiastole to undermine the reputation of their 
adversaries, the brothers De la Court also emphasize the dangers intrinsic 
to this device. In late humanist culture, rhetorical redescription was often 
repudiated for creating moral arbitrariness and the confusion of virtue 
and vice.111 The De la Courts share this concern, and while they present 
themselves as impartial seekers of truth, they arraign others who jeopard-
ize an objective assessment of good and evil. Such dishonest speech is 
especially characteristic to a monarchical court, where deceitful 
“Courtesans” indulge “impudently in their sycophancies” to please their 
king. As a result, these courtly flatterers

change his vices into virtues … as when one calls squandering generosity, 
excess royalty, drunkenness cheerfulness, whoring love, haughtiness respect-
ability, cruelness justice, thievery swiftness, cursing openheartedness, blab-
bing eloquence, dissimulation political, or worldly-wisdom, and the 
poltroonery or pusillanimity common to Grandees, prudence.112

In other words, the speech typical of a monarchical court consists of lies 
and hypocrisy and thus exploits human weakness with false appearances. 
When rhetorical redescription is abused, truth disappears from sight.

This climactic attack on the duplicitous abuse of rhetoric targets not 
only the speech of courtiers, but also that of the clergy. Out of fanatical 
bigotry, the De la Courts argue, clerics tend to slander all who disagree 
with their opinions, in particular men of learning. The consequence is 
that the common people have always believed their claim “that the Jurists 
were evil Christians, the Physicians Libertines, the Philosophers Atheists, 
the Politicians feigning Machiavellians, the Mathematicians and 
Astronomers, Wizards and Fortune-tellers”.113 Such paradiastole not only 
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114 Cicero, De oratore II.LVII.236, quoted in Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 205.
115 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae IV.X.3, p. 423: “Diasyrmus est inimica irrisio, sed extra 

caedem.” Cf. Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 406.
116 Politike Discoursen II.IV.4, p. 31–32: “… sy by hun Toe-hoorders sig veeltijds uitgeeven, 

voor Gods Ambassadeurs … door haare swakke herssenen, ende het onvoorsigtig leesen 
der Heilige Schrifture, ende Historien der Goddelike Helden. Gelijkmen exempelen heeft, 
dat door het leesen der Romans, Historien van Amadis de Gaule, Astrea, en Arcadia, &c. de 
Leesers daar door aan het mymeren zijn geraakt.”

perverts the truth, it may also morph easily into a dangerous demagogy 
that undermines the common good. The De la Courts put forward their 
own republican redescription of monarchical and clerical behaviour as an 
alternative to such demagogy, as a form of rhetoric that is persuasive in an 
ethical way. Against conventional mirrors of princes or clerical preaching, 
the parrhèsia of the De la Courts aspires to entice the audience by telling 
the truth straightforwardly.

All the diffferent rhetorical devices employed by the brothers De la 
Court share one common feature of ornatus: the element of ridicule, used 
to provoke laughter and delight among the readers, to strengthen the 
author’s popularity and to scorn all opponents. From the use of vivid 
expressions and colourful metaphors to the biting contempt for academic 
scholars, Stadholders, courtiers, and clergymen, the writings of the De la 
Courts are peppered with subtle and often not-so-subtle jokes and deri-
sions. Needless to say, this wittiness serves a clear purpose. As Classical 
rhetorical theory had already emphasized, joking can be a very useful 
means to repudiate an adversary, for as Cicero maintained, “humour can 
be used to break up his case, to obstruct his arguments, to make light of 
his cause, to deter him from speaking and to turn aside what he has said”.114 
Winning an argument by provoking the laughter of the audience, laughter 
directed at the adversary: this is exactly what the brothers De la Court 
tried to achieve in their writings.

Following Vossius’s subdivision of ridicule into six diffferent types, it is 
arguably the device of diasyrmus, an “inimical mockery” slightly softer 
than deadly sarcasm, which the De la Courts employ most frequently.115 
This form of ridicule, obtained through a comparison with something 
utterly ridiculous, is used for example to scorn the orthodox clerics who 
pretend to be “God’s Ambassadors”. For the De la Courts, this pretence is 
clearly not the consequence of any divine inspiration. Rather, “because of 
their weak brains and the imprudent reading of Holy Scripture and of the 
Histories of Godly Heroes”, these clerics “started musing” just as Don 
Quixote who indulged in romances of chivalry.116 With these words the 
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117 Vossius, Rhetorices contractae IV.X.3, p. 423, and Sinryke Fabulen, 7.
118 See H.W. Janson, Apes and Ape Lore in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (London: 

Warburg Institute, 1952), esp. 40–41.
119 Two Dutch examples from the eighteenth century are Jan Jacob d’Orille, ’T Onbekende 

nieuwe Apenland (Amsterdam, 1714), and ‘J.A. Schasz M.D.’ [Gerrit Paape], Reize door het 
Aapenland [1788], ed. Peter Altena (Nijmegen: Vantilt, 2007). Cf. P.J. Buijnsters, “Imaginaire 
reisverhalen in Nederland gedurende de 18e eeuw,” in Idem, Nederlandse literatuur van de 
achttiende eeuw. Veertien verkenningen (Utrecht: HES, 1984), 7–35; and A.J. Hanou, 
“Verlichte vrijheid. Iets over een denkbeeld in imaginaire reizen,” in Haitsma Mulier and 
Velema (eds.), Vrijheid, 187–211. For other imaginary voyages, see Percy G. Adams, Travelers 
and Travel Liars, 1660–1800 (Berkeley etc.: University of California Press, 1962), and the list 
of eighteenth-century titles in Philip Babcock Gove, The Imaginary Voyage in Prose Fiction 
(London: Holland Press, 1961), 198–402.

120 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.13, p.77–79: “… in een aardsch paradijs … deeze botte, en van 
der Apen-natuur zeer veel verscheelende mensch … rond uit zeide: hier gansch niet te heb-
ben gezien, dat eenigzins naar een goede regeering zweem: Maar wel pragt en praal, vreeten 
en zuipen, hoereeren, jaagen, danssen en speelen … en alle de Apen seiden Amen.” 

brothers efffectively mock the ecclesiastical establishment through a com-
parison with the timeless archetype of the deluded daydreamer.

Vossius had mentioned the fable of Asinus ad lyram, the donkey at the 
lyre, as a good example of such diasyrmus. Signifĳicantly, this same phrase 
is also used as the epigram of a fable that plays a prominent role in the 
writings of the De la Courts (see fĳig. 6).117 This tale entails a variation on 
the classical allegory of two travellers, one an honest man, the other a 
hypocrite, who together visit the Kingdom of Apes,118 an exotic realm that 
was to become a standard element of many allegorical imaginary travel 
stories in the eighteenth century.119 De la Court’s version adds a revealing 
national element to the tale: a Dutchman plays the honest man while the 
hypocrite is personifĳied by a Frenchman. Having discovered the Kingdom 
of Apes, the two travellers are there invited to a lavish dinner and an 
exquisite ball, they are shown the luxurious Royal bedrooms and they join 
the court in a huge hunting party. After some days, the Frenchman is 
asked by the King of the Apes for his opinion about this government, to 
which the flattering Frenchman answers that he feels to be “in an earthly 
paradise”. The King of the Apes, satisfĳied and impressed by the 
Frenchman’s eloquence, appoints him his new counsellor, and then turns 
to the Dutchman with the same question. Yet this “blunt and most un-
apelike man’ answers that he has ‘seen nothing here that in any way tends 
to good government, but only pomp and circumstance, stufffĳing and booz-
ing, whoring, hunting, dancing, and gambling”. Having said this, the 
Dutchman is instantly executed, with the approval of the Frenchman, 
“and all the Apes said Amen”.120
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With this biting ridicule, De la Court evidently derides monarchical 
rule through comparing it with the overtly ridiculous kingdom of apes. He 
contends that monarchs and courtiers, exemplifĳied by the Frenchman, 
are themselves merely apes, whose slavish nature is diametrically opposed 
to the outspoken parrhèsia of the free republican Dutchman. More spe-
cifĳically, the fable entails further mockery of the supporters of the monar-
chical principle in the Dutch Republic, and thus an explicit warning not 

The same fable is told again with some amendments in the Sinryke Fabulen, 7–12. Cf. as 
well the comparable fable in Ibidem, 261–266, also told in Welvaren 43, p. 98–99.

Fig. 6. “A Frenchman and a Dutchman in the Kingdom of Apes,” from Pieter de la Court, 
Sinryke Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796
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121 Sinryke Fabulen, 12: “… die als een Vry ende regtschaapen Mensch wil spreeken, sig 
seer sorgvuldiglik wagten moet, van in den lande der Aapen te reisen, ende nog veel meer, 
van in sijnen eigen Vryen Vaaderlande een Koningrijke der Aapen te stiften.”

122 For humorous conventions in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic, see the col-
lection of contemporary jokes and anecdotes compiled by the Leiden jurist Aernout van 
Overbeke, Anecdota sive historiae jocosae, ed. Rudolf Dekker and Herman Roodenburg 
(Amsterdam: P.J. Meertens-Instituut, 1991), analyzed further in Rudolf Dekker, Lachen in 
de Gouden Eeuw. Een geschiedenis van de Nederlandse humor (Amsterdam: 
Wereldbibliotheek, 1997). Dekker shows how Overbeke’s jokes arose in a milieu between 
high and low culture. See also the comparable collection Nugae venales, sive thesaurus 
ridendi & jocandi (s.l., 1681).

123 Horace, Satires I.1, v. 24–25. See Ingrid A.R. de Smet, Mennipean Satire and the 
Republic of Letters 1581–1655 (Geneva: Droz, 1996), 41–53, for a discussion of the views of 
Lipsius, Heinsius, and Vossius on satire.

124 On the close relatedness between emblems and jokes, see Barbara C. Bowen, “Two 
literary genres: the emblem and the joke,” Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies 15 
(1985), 29–35; elaborated further regarding some Dutch examples in Karel Porteman, “Het 
embleem als ‘genus iocosum’. Theorie en praktijk bij Cats en Roemer Visscher,” De zeven-
tiende eeuw 11 (1995), 184–197.

“to establish in one’s own Free Fatherland a Kingdom of Apes”.121 Such rhe-
torical scorn involves a double move. First of all, it serves to provoke 
laughter and please the audience on a scale as wide as possible. In the 
seventeenth century, this kind of burlesque satire was appreciated by 
large groups in Dutch society, from the general urban population to the 
refĳined tastes of the intellectual establishment.122 The employment of 
such ridicule therefore aimed to address both the higher echelons of soci-
ety and a more popular audience, entering all social strata of public 
debate – obviously a deliberate political choice. As the De la Courts expe-
rienced in the Heereboord afffair and later after the publication of the 
Interest van Holland, Dutch public debate was characterized by biting sat-
ire and offfensive ridicule. In order to challenge their opponents, what 
could be more efffective than using the same rhetorical weaponry?

Resorting to satire also served a second purpose: the comical, enter-
taining guise of a deeply moralistic message. This function of satire went 
back to the Classical recognition of the power of humour, immortalized 
by Horace when asking “ridentem dicere verum quid vetat?”123 The De la 
Courts, who quoted these words and often referred to Juvenal’s Satires, 
were deeply aware of this expedient of ex nugis seria, and they clearly 
employed it in order to convey their political and moral messages in an 
appealing manner. As in the case of the fable of the Kingdom of Apes, they 
did so by telling colourful, illustrative parables that could at once delight 
and instruct their audience.124 This use of emblematic fables, itself a genre 
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125 This section builds upon my “The Power of ‘Pliant Stufff’: Fables and Frankness in 
Seventeenth-Century Dutch Republicanism,” Journal of the History of Ideas 72 (2011), 1–27.

126 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, trans. H.E. Butler, 4 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1920–1922) V.XI.19, vol. 2, p. 283.

127 Cicero, Partitiones oratoriae II.40, quoted in James Hankins, “Rhetoric, History, and 
Ideology: The Civic Panegyrics of Leonardo Bruni,” in Idem (ed.), Renaissance Civic 
Humanism, 143–178: 168.

128 Cf. Vickers, In Defence, 320–321; and Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 182–188.

at the crossroads of popular and elite culture, is arguably the most striking 
characteristic of the De la Courts’ rhetorical ornatus.

Fables and Frankness

The Emblematic Fable between Pedagogy & Politics

Ever since Antiquity, when authors like Aesop and Phaedrus had created 
a distinct genre of allegorical tales, the use of such fables had been as 
much reproved as their particular rhetorical force had been recognized.125 
Quintilian maintained that fables should not be a part of the linguistic 
armoury of the truly decent orator, for fables “are specially attractive to 
rude and uneducated minds, which are less suspicious than others in 
their receptions of fĳictions and, when pleased, readily agree with the argu-
ments from which their pleasure is derived”.126 The other prime authority 
of Roman rhetoric, Cicero, was slightly more willing to appreciate the 
employment of fables. As Cicero stated, an orator can use verisimilar or 
plausible exempla to obtain the trust from the audience, but “sometimes 
even a fable, though incredible, will impress people”.127 In spite of being 
overtly fĳictitious, fables were thus said to have a distinctive illustrative 
power. By creating a lively and easily understandable mental picture of 
the issue at stake, fables put a case ante oculos, before the audience’s eyes 
by virtue of their imaginative appeal. In Classical and humanist rhetoric, 
such evocative language was considered to be one of the most signifĳicant 
tools that an orator could employ to make his audience not only hear but 
actually see things and thus become truly impressed.128

This hesitant view on the employment of fables, wavering between dis-
taste and approval, was echoed in late humanist rhetorical and pedagogi-
cal theory. Like his Classical predecessors, Vossius frequently emphasized 
the persuasive power of fĳigures and language ‘that put the case before the 
eyes’. Yet he spoke with reluctance about using fables for this purpose, 
since fables were only appropriate for, as Vossius insisted, “vulgar souls” 
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129 Vossius, De artis poeticae natura, ac constitutione liber (Amsterdam, 1647) 9.6, 54: 
“Nec pueros modo, sed omnes vulgares animas, rudiaque ingenia, fabulae juvant.”

130 Francis Bacon, De sapientia veterum, in The Works of Francis Bacon, ed. James 
Spedding et al., 14 vols. (London, 1857–1874), vol. VI: 617–686. Quotes are from the English 
translation of the preface in Ibidem, 695–699.

131 Jayne Elizabeth Lewis, The English Fable. Aesop and Literary Culture, 1651–1740 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 41.

132 See Kirstie M. McClure, “Cato’s Retreat: Fabula, Historia and the Question of 
Constitutionalism in Mr Locke’s Anonymous Essay on Government,” in Kevin Sharpe and 
Steven N. Zwicker (eds.), Reading, Society and Politics in Early Modern England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 317–350, quote on 329.

133 On the relation between fables and emblems, see in particular Barbara Tiemann, 
Fabel und Emblem. Gilles Corrozet und die französische Renaissance-Fabel (Munich: 
Wilhem Fink, 1974), and, more generally, Peter M. Daly, Literature in the Light of the 
Emblem. Structural Parallels between the Emblem and Literature in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries (Toronto etc.: University of Toronto Press, 1979).

and “coarse characters”.129 Francis Bacon similarly lamented the “levity 
and looseness with which people indulge their fancy in the matter of alle-
gories” in the preface to his 1609 collection of Classical fables De sapientia 
veterum [“On the Wisdom of the Ancients”]. Yet Bacon then vindicated 
his work claiming “the employment of parables as a method of teaching, 
whereby inventions that are new and abstruse and remote from vulgar 
opinions may fĳind an easier passage to the understanding”.130 In later 
years, Bacon’s follower Comenius, with whom Pieter de la Court had 
enjoyed lengthy conversations at the start of his Grand Tour, equally com-
mended the pedagogical use of fables following the commonplace adage 
“nothing in the mind is not fĳirst in the senses”.131 Finally, towards the end 
of the century, John Locke argued that fables, “being stories apt to delight 
and entertain a child, may yet affford useful reflection to a grown man”. 
Accordingly, Locke did not hesitate to include the genre in his political 
writings.132

The insistence on the combination between the pedagogical and the 
pictorial found its clearest expression within early modern culture in the 
subgenre of the emblematic fable, which combined the imaginative 
appeal of two literary traditions: the Aesopian tradition, and the more 
elitist, iconographical tradition of emblemata.133 The latter went back to 
the early sixteenth-century Emblematum liber by Andrea Alciato, which 
inspired a rising production of emblem books of an often very abstract 
and symbolical, even mystical nature, in particular popular among courtly 
circles. In the course of the following century, the tradition took a deci-
sively bourgeois turn, involving far more realistic, moralized depictions of 
civic life with a clearly humorous element. In the Dutch Republic this 
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134 See P.J. Meertens (ed.), Nederlandse emblemata. Bloemlezing uit de Noord- en 
Zuidnederlandse emblemata-literatuur van de 16e en 17e eeuw (Leiden: Martinus Nijhofff, 
1983); and cf. the useful remarks in Frijhofff et al. (ed.), 1650, 464–471.

135 See Frank-Van Westrienen, Schoolschrift, 196–240.
136 Claude François Menestrier, L’Art des emblems ou s’enseigne la morale par les fĳigures 

de la fable, de l’histoire, & de la nature, ed. Karl Mösenender (Mittenwald: Mäander, 1981), 
27: “Les Apologues d’Esope sont aussi d’eux-mêmes des Emblemes, parce que ces 
Apologues … ont toujours leur instruction morale jointe aux discours & aux actions de ces 
animaux.”

137 On emblematic fables in the Netherlands in general, see Paul J. Smith, Het schouwto-
neel der dieren. Embleemfabels in de Nederlanden (1567-ca. 1670) (Hilversum: Verloren, 
2006), and the extensive overview in J. Landwehr, Emblem and Fable Books Printed in the 
Low Countries 1542–1813. A Bibliography, 3d. ed. (Utrecht: HES, 1988).

138 For this and other English examples, see Lewis, English Fable, esp. 14–25, and Mark 
Loveridge, A History of Augustan Fable (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).

change was especially reflected by the very popular love emblems of 
Daniel Heinsius and the moralistic emblem books by Jacob Cats, such as 
his 1632 Spiegel van den ouden ende nieuwen tijdt [“Mirror of Old and New 
Ages”].134 Such emblem books were often particularly deployed for their 
pedagogical use. They played a central role in the education in rhetoric in 
seventeenth-century Europe at large, including the Latin schools in the 
Dutch Republic.135 Emblems thus served a purpose similar to fables, and 
as the French Jesuit theorist Claude François Menestrier stressed in the 
1684 edition of his treatise L’art des emblemes, Aesopian fables should be 
seen as essentially emblems.136

Many seventeenth-century collections of fables indeed employed 
emblematic engravings as illustrations to the age-old Aesopian allegories, 
thus enhancing the latter’s illustrative force. A prominent Dutch repre-
sentative of this subgenre was Joost van den Vondel’s Vorsteliicke warande 
der dieren [“Royal Reserve of Animals”], published in 1617 and arguably 
the playwright’s fĳirst intervention in the political debate in the Republic.137 
Across the North Sea, an important example of such a political use of the 
emblematic fable was the royalist Fables of Aesop, Paraphras’d in Verse by 
John Ogilby (1651).138 These two collections, both written in times of 
domestic turmoil (in Vondel’s case the Arminian controversy, in Ogilby’s 
the establishment of the Cromwellian regime) reveal that the emblematic 
fable was increasingly used for the purpose of political argument. These 
fables share the rhetorical design of another emblematic subgenre, the 
so-called emblemata politica. One particularly popular example of these 
collections is the Idea de un príncipe político christiano representada en 
cien empresas (1642) by the Spanish diplomat Diego Saavedra Fajardo. 
Written in a dense prose directed to the governing establishment, 
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139 For Fajardo’s reception in the Dutch Republic, see Frijhofff et al., 1650, 468, and 
Frank-Van Westrienen, Schoolschrift, 221–230. For Fajardo’s Tacitist political thought, see 
André Joucla-Ruan, Le Tacitisme de Saavedra Fajardo (Paris: Éditions Hispaniques, 1977), 
and especially Christian Romanoski, Tacitus Emblematicus. Diego de Saavedra Fajardo und 
seine “Empresas Políticas” (Berlin: Weidler, 2006).

140 See Alain Boureau, “État moderne et attribution symbolique: emblèmes et devises 
dans l’Europe des XVIe et XVIIe siècles,” in Culture et idéologie dans la genèse de l’état mod-
erne (École Française de Rome, 1985), 155–178; and Idem, “Books of Emblems on the Public 
Stage: Côté jardin and côté cour,” in Roger Chartier (ed.), The Culture of Print. Power and the 
Use of Print in Early Modern Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), 
261–289.

141 Cf. Smith, Schouwtoneel der dieren, 99, and see for Ogilby’s royalist critique on the 
English Revolution in particular Annabel Patterson, Aesopian Writing and Political History 
(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1991), 53–54, 85–87.

142 These emblems were made by the young engraver Jacob Gole (1660–1737), who 
signed his creations, often much simplifĳied copies of the sixteenth-century emblems by 
Marcus Gheeraerts the Elder, with his initials ‘I.G.’ or ‘I.G.F[acit]’. Cf. Smith, Schouwtoneel, 
97–98.

Saavedra’s Idea offfers both Tacitean and esoteric guidelines for political 
and moral behaviour as an alternative mirror of princes.139 Another exam-
ple is the compilation Emblematum ethico-politicorum centuria, published 
in 1619 in Heidelberg by Julius Wilhelm Zinkgref, which, on the basis of its 
focus on the common welfare of the republic, might be called a mirror of 
citizens.140 In the wake of these emblemata politica, fable collections too 
became increasingly politicized. As both Vondel and Ogilby realized, the 
Aesopian world populated by animals enabled allegorical representations 
of good government and the colourful parody of opponents.141

The Fable’s Two Handles

This short survey reveals that the De la Courts’ employment of fables 
clearly followed an established and successful literary practice that 
countered the repudiation of the genre by classical and late humanist rhe-
torical theory. In all the brothers’ treatises, parabolic fables play a promi-
nent role, culminating in the Sinryke Fabulen which consists of a hundred 
diffferent fables with the extra explanatory force of emblematic engrav-
ings.142 In line with conventional emblemata, every one of this work’s 
fables consists of, fĳirst, a motto in Dutch, followed by an emblem which is 
clarifĳied by a Latin epigram, then the corresponding parable itself and 
fĳinally some explanatory remarks. Yet in this last part of the emblematic 
fable, De la Court clearly departed from tradition: to every fable he added 
a short explanation in the terms of ‘who is who?’ which he then further 
elucidated in a long interpretive discussion, starting with general remarks 
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143 Cf. Smith, Schouwtoneel der dieren, 97–98; and Meertens, Nederlandse emblemata, 
164.

144 Fajardo, Idea principis christiano-politici centum symbolis expressa (Brussels, 1649). 
The library of Pieter de la Court van der Voort contained a copy of this edition: Library, 
fol. 16.

145 Boxhorn, Emblemata politica, et orationes (Amsterdam, 1635).
146 Cf. Bettina Noak, “De Sinryke Fabulen (1685) van Pieter de la Court: verhulling en 

onthulling in een ‘verlicht’ genre,” De Zeventiende Eeuw 18 (2002), 65–78; and H. Wansink, 
“De “Sinryke Fabulen” van Pieter de la Court,” in Blom and Wildenberg (eds.), Pieter de la 
Court, 185–193.

147 Sinryke Fabulen, “Voorreeden Tot den Leesere,” sig. *3; Ibidem, 520: “… die wonderlik 
klouke Philosooph Renatus des Cartes.” Ibidem, 561: “Descartes, die … sijns gelijken in 
geene voorgaande Eewen heeft gehad.” For the role of fables in Cartesian philosophy, 
cf. Jean-Pierre Cavaillé, Descartes. La fable du monde (Paris: Vrin, 1991).

on human nature and then focusing on the current political situation in 
the Dutch Republic. Hence, throughout the Sinryke Fabulen, the reader is 
persuaded to connect its contents with contemporary events and debates 
in agreement with De la Court’s own conclusions.

This explicit politicization of the fable, as well as the long comments in 
prose whilst more traditional collections were in general written in 
verse,143 reveal the influence of the emblemata politica. The De la Courts 
proved to be ardent readers of Fajardo and they frequently referred to the 
Latin edition of his Idea.144 Their Leiden teacher Boxhorn had also com-
piled a comparable emblem collection of emblems in 1635, which offfered 
its readers guidelines on how to behave in governmental and civic 
afffairs.145 In the work of the De la Courts, this political endeavour goes 
hand in hand with the subject matter, the moralizing message, and satiri-
cal features of the Aesopian fable. Written in the vernacular and clearly 
addressing a much more popular audience than Boxhorn’s Latin prose 
could aspire to, the De la Courts’ fables move on the borderline between 
two closely related subgenres.

In the preface to the Sinryke Fabulen, De la Court offfers the reader an 
extensive discussion of his motives for this employment of emblematic 
fables.146 The preface begins with an analysis of the way in which abstract 
ideae (De la Court translates this term to the Dutch “Denkbeelden”, which 
has the signifĳicant connotation of ‘images’) are imprinted on the human 
mind. This analysis is the fĳirst direct sign in the brothers’ entire œuvre of 
the influence of Cartesian epistemology: praising “that wonderfully clever 
Philosopher Renatus Descartes … who has not had his equal in all previ-
ous centuries”,147 De la Court attempts to present his considerations as 
being in vogue with the newest philosophy. Yet his reading of Descartes 
remains fairly superfĳicial. Referring to Descartes’s Meditations, De la 
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148 Sinryke Fabulen, “Voorreeden,” sig. **2v.: “… dat yder Leeser die Vergelijkenissen met 
opgemelde Beelden, seer ligtelik maken, als ook ligtelik toepassen kan, ende gaarne wil.” 
Cf. also Politike Discoursen II.IV.13.

149 Ibidem, sig. **3: “… al schertsende ende al laggende, de Waarheid seggen, ende de 
Menschen door haare aangenaamheid beweegen, soodanig, dat der Fabulen lighaame-
like Figuren, waar van sy spreeken, seer ligtelik in onse Memorie ofte Geheugenisse 
geprent, ende seer lange onthouden konnen werden.”

150 See Patterson, Aesopian Writing, esp. 4–5. Cf. as well Lewis, English Fable, 35–36, who 
quotes from the 1703 English translation of the Sinryke Fabulen, yet unaware that its author 
was De la Court. Lewis states on p. 44 that the author’s “name, once thought to be Johan de 
Wit, has been lost”, which reveals the obscurity of the De la Courts within Anglophone 
historical scholarship, as well as the apparent obstinacy to investigate possible continen-
tal influences on English culture more thoroughly.

151 Bacon, Works, vol. VI: 695.

Court discusses how intelligible ideas can be made accessible to the mind, 
and he then claims that the expedient of the fable is a particularly appro-
priate means to convey ideas and reveal hidden knowledge, since “every 
Reader can very easily make the Comparisons with those Images, and also 
apply them easily, and willingly”.148 In other words, the use of illustrative 
images of, for example, speaking animals and plants, offfers a rhetorical 
means to impress people and to make them perceive the issue at stake, 
arousing the passions of pleasure and delight. As Horace and Juvenal 
revealed, fables make it possible “to speak the Truth while jesting and 
laughing, and move the People through their pleasantness, in such a way 
that the bodily Figures of the Fables … can be very easily imprinted in our 
Memory or Remembrance and be recalled for a very long time”.149 The 
emblematic fable combines satire with instruction and is therefore a par-
ticularly forceful rhetorical device for playing upon the imagination and 
expounding the author’s truth.

The genre of the fable also entails another highly signifĳicant character-
istic: its openness to a variety of diffferent readings, whereby it actively 
engages readers to construct their own interpretation independently.150 
Bacon, in his preface to De sapientia veterum, had expressed his discom-
fort with this feature of the fable, assuring that “I know very well what 
pliant stufff fable is made of, how freely it will follow any way you please to 
draw it, and how easily with a little dexterity and discourse of wit mean-
ings which it was never meant to bear may be plausibly put upon it”.151 
Bacon did not feel at ease with this intrinsic ambivalence of the fable, yet 
not all seventeenth-century writers of fables shared his concerns. Instead, 
for many the very nature of the fable as ‘pliant stufff’, as a genre which 
conveys meanings in an ambiguous, suggestive and indirect manner, 
involved a deliberate rhetorical move through which the authority of the 
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152 Sinryke Fabulen, sig. **3: “… alsoo men van alle menschelijke saaken met der 
Waarheid segt, dat sy twee Hand-vatten, eene regte eene linkse hebben; ende men van alle 
Oude Fabulen met meerdere reedenen kan seggen, dat sy ontallike veele aangreepen heb-
ben: Sulks nieman behoorde te vermoeden, dat alhier door ons eenige Fabul op hem 
alleen gemaakt zy, ende uitgelegt behoorde te werden: nemaar alsoo de Leeringen ofte 
Uitleggingen van dien oneindig zijn, soo kan een yder voor sig selven de beste toepassing 
ende uitlegging maaken.” Cf. a similar passage in Ibidem, 464.

153 A point stressed by Patterson, Aesopian Writing, esp. 1–12, 55.
154 Sinryke Fabulen, ‘Voorreeden’, sig. **2: “… de Volkeren die van ouds meest onder 

Tyrannen ende Dwingelanden in het Oosten geleefd, ende dien volgende gevreesd heb-
ben, met de waarheid ende nuttigheid der menschelike Saaken te beschrijven ende te 
leeren, deselve Tyrannen te vertoornen; genoodsaakt, ende de vrye Grieken ook daar na 
vrywillig ten raade zijn geworden, de Menschen in het gemeen van der Waarheid te 
onderrigten, ten Deugden te raaden, ende van haare gebreeken af te schrikken door versi-
erde Historien, Apologen, Vergelijkenissen, Parabolen ende Fabulen; om door dat middel de 
Menschen te gelijk te leeren ende te vermaaken, sonder opgemelde afkeerigheid der 

text was ultimately bestowed by the author upon his readers. De la Court 
was acutely aware of this feature of the fable. In the preface to the Sinryke 
Fabulen, he states:

It is said with Truth of all human matters that they have two Handles, one 
right and one left; and one can say of all Old Fables more rightly that they 
have countless levers: Therefore, no one should suspect that a Fable is made 
by us and should be explained referring to him only: instead, because the 
Lessons or Explanations of it are endless, so can any one make for himself 
the best application and explanation.152

As this signifĳicant passage reveals, the use of fables to encode one’s con-
victions serves the additional purpose of renouncing any responsibility 
for how the text is being interpreted.

Such a rejection of authorial responsibility has a clear political dimen-
sion. Ever since Antiquity, when the allegedly black slave Aesop created 
the genre, fables had been a favourite medium of communication used by 
or in behalf of those without power to denounce the political establish-
ment: on the one hand, because fables evidently address unequal power 
relations, on the other because they perform, with their openness to mul-
tiple readings, an intrinsic function of self-protection.153 As De la Court 
puts it,

the Peoples who have lived of old mostly under Tyrants and Bullies in the 
East … have become compelled … to teach Men in general of Truth and to 
recommend Virtues and to deter them from their failings, through adorned 
Histories, Apologues, Comparisons, Parables, and Fables; to by this means 
instruct and delight Men at the same time without being subject to the aver-
sion of the People, and to the bitterness or hate of the great Lords.154
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Menschen, ende de verbitteringe, ofte haat der groote Heeren onderworpen te zijn.” Cf. a 
similar passage in Politike Weeg-schaal, “Inleyding,” p. 1–2.

155 Sinryke Fabulen, 162: “… dat wy ons eigen oordeel daar van niet oopenbaaren, maar 
den Leesere selfs laaten oordeelen sullen.” Cf. the comparable passages in e.g. Ibidem, 76, 
388, 644.

In other words, the use of fables liberates a writer from the restrictions 
imposed by censorship and the wrath of those in power – a particu-
larly important expedient for unconventional authors such as the De la 
Courts, especially in the case of the Sinryke Fabulen, written under the 
Stadholdership of William III. While the references in this work to 
the government in power are always rather obvious, De la Court refrains 
from making them utterly explicit, and he often resorts to mere rhetorical 
litotes or abruptly fĳinishes his speech when it comes to the crunch. His 
method, as he explains, entails that “we do not reveal our own judgment, 
but leave the Reader judge for himself”.155 Fables thus entice the reader’s 
imagination, they engage the audience to participate in the establish-
ment of literary meaning and authority. They make not only the author 
but also the reader an active part of the public debate.

Yet this involvement of the audience is not free of risks. As argued 
above, the De la Courts were deeply suspicious of the frailty of human 
judgment if left unattended. The rhetorical strategy of the Sinryke Fabulen 
therefore also entails an attempt to take the reader by the hand and guide 
him or her, under the guise of fables, towards agreement with De la Court’s 
republican stance. The fable’s veil is thin, the connotations of all its 
Aesopian characters are often more than obvious, and unlike the tradi-
tional, more neutral enactment of animals as mere representation of the 
human world, De la Court clearly mobilized all the elements of the 
emblematic genre to expound his overtly partisan republican message.

A good example of this strategy is De la Court’s rendering of the 
Classical story of the frogs who desire a king. Unhappy with their useful 
but uninspiring leader, a log, the frogs ask Jupiter for an new lord and 
eventually end up with a hungry stork. De la Court’s version of this fable 
offfers fĳirst, above the emblem itself, a Dutch motto saying “Happy is he, 
who does not desire to be anyone’s Slave or Tyrant”, followed by the Latin 
epigram ut servitus contra naturam, ita natura in tyrannidem proclivis 
(see fĳig. 7). The fable then describes the initial state of the frogs as one of 
“full freedom” where every frog served in turns as “Head or the First of the 
Assembly”. Yet because of their ignorance and longing for splendour, the 
frogs aspired to be honoured by a military leader, the stork. As De la Court 
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clarifĳies in the terms of fabula docet, this stork proved to be a “Head of the 
Republic who cannot only fĳight its Enemies, but also tyrannize its Lawful 
Regents and Inhabitants”. ‘Frogs’ was a popular derogative term for 
Dutchmen, and De la Court asserts that “as we have seen in our times”, 
free republics perish when they bestow the military power in the hands of 
one man, who as a stork will eat up the country’s riches and liberties.156

156 Ibidem, 89–94: “De Kikvorssen seekeren tijd in voller vryheid geleefd hebbende, 
soodaanig, dat yder van haar op sijne beurt Hoofd ofte de Eerste der Vergaaderinge wierd 
… den Ojevaar … een Hoofd der Republike, dat niet alleen de Vyanden van dien beoorloo-
gen, maar ook de Wettige Regenten ende de Ingeseetenen van dien, tyranniseeren kan … 
Gelijk wy ook in onse tijden gesien hebben.” The same fable is told in Politike Weeg-schaal 
II.II.4. For the mockery of Dutchmen being ‘frogs’, cf. the fable “Of the Frogs Fearing the 
Sun Would Marry” in the 1668 edition of John Ogilby’s Fables of Aesop, discussed in 
Loveridge, Augustan Fable, 124–126.

Fig. 7. ‘‘The frogs and a log,’’ from Pieter de la Court, Sinryke Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam 
University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796
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157 Sinryke Fabulen, 99–102: “… het Bos, eene Vrye Republik … de magt die soo een Overste 
krijgt om de Krijgs-Knegten ten allen tijden by een te roepen, ende naar sijnen sin te gebieden 
ter beetere bescherminge der Republike, ende die de selve altijds gebruiken kan, ende ook 
veeltijds gebruikt, ter onderdrukkinge van dien … die Krijgs-Ooversten haare onderhoorige 
Krijgs-luiden gebruikt hebben, om sig Tyrannen oover dien Vryen Staat, ende alle de 
Ingeseetenen van dien tot haare Slaaven te maaken.”

158 Ibidem, 43–46: “… de Man ende die Ruiter, een in magt-uitsteekend mensch, die tot 
Veld-Oversten voor eene reise ofte voor eene Veldtogt aangenoomen werd. Met een Ruiter 
op sig te hebben … in slaavernie te leeven.”

This obvious – though never explicit – identifĳication of the fable’s 
tyrannical fĳigure as Stadholder William III, who obtained power when he 
was appointed to captain-general in 1672, is repeated in many other 
fables. There is the story of the lumberjack who asks the “Free Republic” 
of the trees for one branch to repair his axe, with which he eventually 
chops down the entire forest. This lumberjack, De la Court warns, is like a 
“General who obtains the power to convoke the soldiers at all times … and 
who can use them at all times, and does use them often, to suppress the 
Republic”. Eventually he “makes himself Tyrant over that Free State and 
all its Inhabitants his Slaves”.157 Similar is the fable that tells of the dispute 
between a horse and a dear. To fĳight his opponent, the horse asks for the 
assistance of a knight. Together they kill the deer, but when the horse 
thanks his rider and asks to be free again, the horseman maintains his 
yoke. Again, De la Court characterizes the horseman as a “General who is 
employed for one campaign or for one Battle”, while being ridden by such 
a knight equals to “living in slavery”.158 With this powerful republican rhet-
oric designed to play upon the passions of shame and fear, De la Court 
evocatively suggests that under the regime of William III, the Dutch 
Republic lost its true liberty and was again enslaved by the tyrannical ele-
ment of the Stadholder. Conveyed in the characteristic language of repub-
lican liberty as opposed to the slavery of arbitrary domination, De la 
Court’s fables prove to be an integral element of his and his brother’s anti-
monarchical enterprise.

The overt politicization of these fables is not restricted to versions of 
Aesopian allegories. The works of the De la Courts also feature a number 
of parables that are clearly inspired by their own context and the com-
mercial, urban society of the Dutch Republic. For example, one emblem 
in the Sinryke Fabulen depicts the members of diffferent guilds disputing 
over the defence of their town, a scene which reveals that the work was 
directed at the debating practices of the civic population of the Dutch cit-
ies. The same discursive dimension comes to the fore in another fable, 
which is a variation on the age-old theme of the body politic that aspires 
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159 Cf. on the same theme Ibidem, 287–294 and 517–530. See for some general comments 
on the metaphor of the body politic Patterson, Aesopian Writing, 111–137.

160 Politike Weeg-schaal III.III.2, p. 647–648: “… het eerste van een opperste Doctor in de 
Medicinen … het twede Eiland zeide hy bewoond te zijn van veele Heeren Doctoren in de 
Medicinen … Maar dat het derde Eiland, ter contrarie geen Medicijn-meesters in hebbende, 
was bewoond van menschen, die met zeer geringe kennisse, haar eige Medicijn-meesters der-
fden te weezen.” Cf. the slightly diffferent and still more overtly politicized version in the 
Sinryke Fabulen, 71–76.

161 Sinryke Fabulen, 501–508: “De Kool-brander ende de Laaken-bereider.”

to maintain concord and political health.159 This fable introduces a sailor 
who tells his expectant audience a tale of three islands he has encoun-
tered on a long journey through the seas of the East Indies. The fĳirst island, 
he says, was ruled by “one supreme Doctor of Medicine”, the second by 
“many Lords Doctors of Medicine”, while the third “was inhabited by peo-
ple, who with very small knowledge, dared to be their own Medical doc-
tors”.160 The sailor explains that he saw many people in very bad health on 
the fĳirst two islands, yet on the third, the population was large and people 
were hale and hearty. The message of this fable has a strong democratic 
connotation, which is dramatized by an exotic story of travel and discov-
ery. Commercial expansion overseas, as the fable seems to suggest, pro-
vides a fresh answer to the question how the metropolis should be 
organized politically.

This fable of the three islands highlights again the discursive practices 
of the civic population of the Dutch towns. Its emblem in the Sinryke 
Fabulen (see fĳig. 8) captures the sailor’s speech-act when addressing his 
attentive audience. So too does the engraving to another fable which 
stages a conversation between a charcoal burner and a textile entrepre-
neur (fĳig. 9).161 Accordingly, these emblematic fables reveal how the genre 
gradually changed over the course of the seventeenth century. From 
being disclaimed by Vossius as only apt for a coarse and vulgar audience, 
with the brothers De la Court the fable had become a literary means for 
the mobilization of this popular public. Deliberately involving the audi-
ence in the establishment of meaning and authority, the fable, from a 
symbol of an imaginative animal realm outside of human life, had become 
a representation of the emergent reality of a popular public debate.

Unmasking the Fox: Boccalini vs. Machiavelli

To summarize, the De la Courts’ employment of fables entailed a rhetori-
cal strategy to encode their political message suggestively and in an enter-
taining way, directly appealing to the imagination of their readers. Apart 
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from such instruction and delight, there is also a further dimension to the 
fable, which brings us back to the issue of parrhèsia. This aspect, aptly 
revealed in the parable of the Kingdom of the Apes, involves the placing 
of a mirror in front of two-faced behaviour. The fable confronts the reader 
with a world where corruption cannot be shrouded and where frankness 
proves its value.162

A telling illustration of this aspect is an emblematic fable that rebukes 
monarchical and clerical hypocrisy. The emblem of this fable (see fĳig. 10), 

162 Cf. Sharpe, “Commonwealth of Meanings,” 101. On the relation between fables and 
parrhèsia, see also Jennifer London, “How To Do Things With Fables: Ibn Al-Muqafffa’‘s 
Frank Speech in Stories from Kalīla Wa Dimna,” History of Political Thought 29 (2008): 
189–212.

Fig. 8. “A boatman’s tale,” from Pieter de la Court, Sinryke Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam 
University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796
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again a variation on a Classical theme, shows, under a biblical warning for 
pharisaic dissimulation, a fox in a sculptor’s atelier, intrigued by the life-
like statue of a woman. The fox, who represents shrewdness, has taken offf 
his mask, the timeless symbol of duplicity. As the fable then explains, the 
fox has eventually realized that the woman is only stone, and thus he 
embodies “wise and experienced people who penetrate appearances and 
expose underhand Hypocrites”. The elements of the fox’s mask and the 
sculpture serve as emblematic representations of the way in which reality 
can be shaped and manipulated, playfully unmasking the disguised inten-
tions underlying human behaviour. More signifĳicantly, in his explanatory 
words De la Court reproaches “that famous Instructor of Kings and 
Monarchs”, Machiavelli, for encouraging foxy behaviour. As De la Court 

Fig. 9. “The charcoal burner and the textile entrepreneur,” from Pieter de la Court, Sinryke 
Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796
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163 Sinryke Fabulen, 473–480: “… den Vosse, wijse ende ervaarene menschen, die den 
schijn ontdekken, ende de geveinsde Hypocriten ten toone stellen … Met welke onse mee-
ninge seer wel oover een komt die in Staatkonde, kennisse der menschelike Saaken; ende 
manhaftige kloukmoedigheid, onvergelijkelike Trajano Boccalini … die bekende 
Leermeester der Koningen ende Vorsten … dat in wel-gestelde Vrye Republiken, opgemelde 
geveinsdheid den Regenten niet noodsaakelik is, jaa aldaar gebruikt werdende, den selven 
Geveinsden veeltijds meerdere schaade aanbrengd, dan of sy den regten weg des Deugds 
waaren ingegaan.” Cf. Machiavelli, Principe XVIII.

maintains, “in well-ordered Free Republics such dissimulation is not nec-
essary for the Governors” and it will be only detrimental. Here De la Court 
explicitly aligns with another Italian political writer, stressing that his 
‘opinion corresponds very well to the in Politics, knowledge of human 
Matters, and manly stout-heartedness incomparable Traiano Boccalini’.163

Fig. 10. ‘‘The fox and the mask,’’ from Pieter de la Court, Sinryke Fabulen, 1685. Amsterdam 
University Library, OTM: OK 63-2796
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164 Haitsma Mulier, Myth of Venice, esp. 126–130, and Idem, “Controversial Republican,” 
254–257. For a meticulous survey of all borrowings from Machiavelli in the Politike 
Discoursen, see Paul van Heck, “In het spoor van Machiavelli: de Politike Discoursen, 1662, 
van Johan en Pieter de la Court,” LIAS. Sources and Documents Relating to the Early Modern 
History of Ideas 27 (2000), 277–318. As Van Heck shows, the De la Courts read Machiavelli 
in Italian and referred to the so-called Testina-edition that was published repeatedly in 
Geneva between ca. 1610 and ca. 1670 under the false date of publication ‘M.D.L.’ The 
library of Pieter de la Court van der Voort contained such a copy of “Tutte l’opere di Nic. 
Machiavelli” with the year of publication indicated as 1550: see Library, fol. 19.

165 Kahn, Machiavellian Rhetoric, 169.
166 Franciscus van den Enden, Vrije politieke stellingen, ed. Wim Klever (Amsterdam: 

Wereldbibliotheek, 1992), 161: “N. Machiavel, een ongeveinsden, en openbare voorstander 
van alle vuile superstitie, en bedriegerye.” See also Ibidem, 191, 195, 229.

This remark reveals an important aspect of the way in which the De la 
Court brothers appropriated the legacy of Italian Renaissance republican-
ism. Thus far, historians have emphasized the De la Courts’ debt to 
Machiavelli as a major source of their republican endeavour. Haitsma 
Mulier, in particular, has highlighted that many passages in the brothers’ 
work directly echo Machiavelli’s political and historical treatises.164 Surely, 
Machiavelli’s influence on their thought is beyond doubt. Yet his influ-
ence is more ambivalent than hitherto assumed. According to Haitsma 
Mulier, the De la Courts were the fĳirst in the Dutch Republic to openly 
read Machiavelli in a positive way as a republican theorist and an intel-
lectual guide for their own anti-monarchical agenda. Yet if we follow 
Victoria Kahn’s characterization of the Machiavellian Moment as primar-
ily a rhetorical moment, then another issue comes to the fore which has 
escaped Haistma Mulier’s acute insight: the appropriation of Machiavelli 
not only as a republican theorist, but also as a dangerous rhetorician, a 
hypocrite Machiavel. As Kahn has shown, the combination of these two 
diffferent readings dominated the early-modern reception of Machiavelli. 
In the work of Milton, for example, “the Machiavel and the republican – 
far from being decorously distinguished – are conspicuously linked”.165

A similar reading of Machiavelli as both a crafty rhetorician and 
a republican theorist can be detected in the works of the brothers De 
la Court and their Dutch contemporaries. Their characterization of 
Machiavelli as “that famous Instructor of Kings and Monarchs” makes 
clear that the De la Courts did not read Machiavelli only as a republican, 
but also as a notorious teacher of dissimulation and fraud in speech and 
politics. Van den Enden similarly portrayed Machiavelli, referring to the 
Discorsi, as “an unfeigned and open advocate of all foul superstition and 
deceit”.166 Machiavelli embodied reason of state politics at its worst, and it 
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167 Caspar Barlaeus, “Een Redening of Dissertatie … Tegens de stockredenen van 
Nicolaes Machiavel,” in Idem, Oratien, en Blijde inkomst van Maria de Medicis (Amsterdam, 
1662), 48–89, a Dutch translation of the original Latin oration held in 1633. Gentillet’s Anti-
Machiavel was translated into Dutch in 1637 as Discours van State … tegens Nicolaes 
Machiavel, an edition also in the library of Pieter de la Court van der Voort: Library, fol. 19.

is this particular aspect of Machiavellianism which may explain why 
Machiavelli became such a popular source for republicans in England and 
the Dutch Republic in the course of the 1650s – in both countries, a period 
of sudden changes that revealed the highly contingent character of 
politics. Machiavelli offfered a framework to deal with such contingency 
rhetorically. Out of their anxiety about the role of language in politics, 
thinkers like the De la Courts turned to Machiavelli for insight in the 
realm of de facto power, but not necessarily because they saw in him a 
champion of republicanism. Instead, for the De la Courts Machiavelli con-
tinued to be the advisor of princes, the archetypical shrewd counsellor 
who abuses rhetoric and blurs the distinction between virtue and vice. 
This was the traditional depiction popularized in Gentillet’s Anti-
Machiavel (1576) and, in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic, in an 
oration by the humanist scholar Caspar Barlaeus.167 In their rebuttal of 
dissimulative speech, the De la Courts followed this traditional portrayal 
of Machiavelli. As this book shows throughout, they heartily difffered from 
Machiavellian republicanism on various signifĳicant issues, from their ref-
utation of Roman expansionism to their embrace of commercial wealth 
and social concord.

It is therefore more instructive to highlight the De la Courts’ appropria-
tion of another Italian thinker, and one the brothers openly mention as 
their real hero: Traiano Boccalini. Boccalini was the author of two works 
that would become the seventeenth-century locus classicus of Tacitean, 
republican satire of princely and clerical hypocrisy: the Ragguagli di 
Parnaso and the Pietra del paragone politico (1612–1614). This series of 
‘announcements’ from mount Parnassus consists of a total of almost three 
hundred fantastical, allegorical tales in which many famous men, above 
all sixteenth-century Italian writers, historians and politicians, fĳigure as 
the characters in a timeless realm of emblematic irony and ridicule gov-
erned by Apollo. In every one of these allegories, Boccalini efffectively sati-
rized the world of letters and politics through vivid descriptions of how its 
representatives experience all kinds of bizarre encounters. Boccalini’s 
tales are populated by men and not by animals, yet their fĳictional and 
comical character performs the same function of metaphor and parody as 
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168 Quoted in Harald Hendrix, Traiano Boccalini fra erudizione e polemica. Ricerche sulla 
fortuna e bibliografĳia critica (Florence: Olschki, 1995), 5.

169 Traiano Boccalini, Ragguagli di Parnasso e scritti minori, ed. Luigi Firpo, 3 vols. (Bari: 
Laterza, 1948). See for the praise of Venice esp. I.5 and I.39; for the critique of monarchs 
and princes I.35 and I.77; and for Tacitus I.29 and II.71. For some general remarks on 
Boccalini’s political thought, see Maurizio Viroli, From Politics to Reason of State. The 
Acquisition and Transformation of the Language of Politics 1250–1600 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 257–266; and cf. for a more republican reading Vittor 
Ivo Comparato, “From the Crisis of Civil Culture to the Neapolitan Republic of 1647: 
Republicanism in Italy between the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” in Van 
Gelderen and Skinner (eds.), Republicanism, vol. I: 177–179.

170 See Harrington, Oceana, 240–241. For a general survey of the reception of Boccalini, 
see Hendrix, Traiano Boccalini, esp. 109–137.

171 Ibidem, 25–26, 33–34, 54–56, 146–149, and the overview of Dutch imitations on 
352–356.

in Aesopian fables. As Boccalini explained his intentions in a letter to – of 
all people – James I:

In order that the open truth, to which I have paid particular attention, will 
not harm me through provoking the rage of those great princes, interests 
and opinions of which I have spoken, I have covered the truth with the 
cloaks of jokes, masked by the shades of metaphors.168

Accordingly, below the surface of satire, Boccalini’s allegories reveal 
committed political convictions. They herald the aristocratic constitu-
tion of Venice as the most perfect republican government and eloquently 
condemn the imperious, lazy, and uncultured behaviour of monarchs 
and courtiers, disclosed by the ingenious “occhiali politici” of Tacitus’s 
writings.169

After Boccalini’s death in 1613, his writings enjoyed much appeal 
across the continent among such diverse groups as German Rosicrucians, 
Venetian libertines, and English republicans, including Harrington.170 
Arguably, Boccalini found the largest following in the Dutch Republic, 
both in terms of publications (after Italy, most seventeenth-century edi-
tions of the Ragguagli were published in the Netherlands), and in terms 
of direct literary and republican impact, enhanced by Boccalini’s strong 
anti-Spanish sentiments which met with substantial Dutch approval. This 
Dutch interest in Boccalini peaked after 1660. A series of publications of 
his works in ‘Cosmopoli’ (i.e. Amsterdam) culminated with the widely cir-
culated 1669 edition of the Ragguagli by the editorial house of Blaeu. 
Numerous Dutch imitations of the events on Parnassus followed until the 
end of the century.171

Many of these publications had a distinct political connotation, as 
exemplifĳied by the collection of poems titled Den herstelden Apollos Harp, 
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172 Den herstelden Apollos Harp, versien met verscheyde nieuwe snaren [1663], a modifĳied 
re-edition of Apollos harp, bestaande in Nederduytsche Mengelrymen (Amsterdam, 1658), 
“Ordonnantie,” sig. *2: “Apollo ende den breeden raadt der vermaerde dichteren en 
scherp-sinnighe verstanden eendrachtelijck vergadert op den berg Helicon … van ouden 
tyden vyanden sijn gheweest van monarchale ende tyrannische regeringhe … dat sy volko-
mentlijck de opperhoofdigheyt van een mensch soo in wereltlijck als in ’t kerckelijck 
souden verworpen hebben”; sig. *7: “… om de lofffelijcke intentie van onse wettige Overheyt 
soo veel in ons was te seconderen, en de geblindthoekte ingesetenen nader door ’t schri-
jven van de waerheyt de oogen te openen.” The collection also contains Vondel’s poem Op 
de Weegschael van Hollandt.

173 The De la Courts most probably read Boccalini in Italian. Hendrix, Boccalini, 135, 
suggests otherwise, but he does not discuss all the brothers’ references to Boccalini so his 
argument is not conclusive. In any case, the library of Pieter de la Court van der Voort 
contained only an Italian edition of the Raggguagli, published in Venice in 1617, as well as 
a copy of La Bilancia Politica di tutte l’opere di Trajano Boccalini (‘Castellana’ [= Geneva], 
1678): Library, fol. 19.

174 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.6, p. 565: “… heeft Trajano Boccalini wel aardig konnen bes-
potten in zijne Politike Fabulen.”

175 Cf. Haitsma Mulier, Myth of Venice, 133–134.

versien met vesrcheyde nieuwe snaren [“The Recovered Harp of Apollo, 
Provided with Several New Strings”], published in 1663. This partisan 
anthology is introduced to the public by an “Ordinance”, signed by 
“Traiano Boccalini” on behalf of “Apollo and the broad council of famous 
poets and sharp-witted minds harmoniously gathered at the mount 
Helicon”. The ordinance states that these men “have as of old been ene-
mies of monarchical and tyrannical governments”, who, after their fĳirst 
dwellings in the free republics of Ancient Greece and Renaissance Italy, 
have now settled in Holland. With their verse, they reveal the baseness of 
“the chiefdom of one man, both in worldly and ecclesiastical matters”. 
Thus they aim “to support the laudable intention of our lawful Government 
[read: the regime of ‘True Liberty’] as much as possible, and to open the 
eyes of the blindfolded inhabitants further through the writing of the 
truth”.172 In short, this anthology mobilized Boccalini’s Parnassus as a 
poetical realm of Dutch anti-Orangism.

The De la Courts’ explicit praise of Boccalini was evidently part of this 
tendency to read and interpret the Ragguagli in a Dutch republican con-
text.173 Their work contains numerous passages directly taken from 
Boccalini as fable-like illustrations and explanations of the brothers’ own 
republican enterprise. In referring to these allegories explicitly as “Political 
Fables”,174 the De la Courts’ employment of Boccalini transcends a mere 
correspondence in political stance and pessimism about human nature.175 
It serves in particular a distinctly rhetorical function: just as the other 
fables within their writings, the passages taken from Boccalini combine 
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176 Politike Weeg-schaal I.I.35, p. 170–171 (absent from the fĳirst edition): “Eindelik indien 
iemant vraagt, waarom de menschen zoo veele uitsteekende deugden konnen zien in 
Monarchen; indien de zelven daar niet zijn; die kan zijn antwoort vinden in ’t 59 Ragg. van 
Trajano Boccalini … En besluit, Boccalini deese Fabul met deeze woorden: Alle welke actien 
dezes loshoofdigen Prince een yder dede oordeelen, dat het geluk alleen, van in een absolute 
authoriteit en hoogheyt te zijn, ons zeer dikwils doet gelooven, wijze Salomons te zijn, zoodan-
ige menschen, welke gemeene Borgers weezende, zouden bevonden werden, waarelik te zijn 
harssenlooze Flegels.”

the satirical expedients of delight and instruction, the political feature of 
indirectness and variability of meaning, and the anti-Machiavellian 
morality of unmasking hypocrisy and pleading for candour.

This threefold rhetorical function is exemplifĳied by De la Court’s 
employment of one of Boccalini’s Ragguagli to conclude his brother’s 
reproof of monarchical rule in the Politike Weeg-schaal. Having disclaimed 
all possible advantages of a monarchy, De la Court fĳinishes with a power-
ful prolepsis. He writes: “Finally, if someone asks why men can see so many 
outstanding virtues in Monarchs, when these are not there?; then he can 
fĳind his answer in the 59th Ragguaglio of Trajano Boccalini.” This raggua-
glio tells the story of a pretentious nephew of the Prince of Sparta 
who, when unexpectedly not appointed as his successor, turns out to be 
as stupid as any other human being. After a free translation of a part of the 
tale, De la Court then approvingly rephrases Boccalini’s conclusion that 
“only the fortune of being in absolute authority and highness makes us often 
believe that those men are wise Salomons, while if they were common 
Citizens, they would be considered truly brainless Boors”.176 For contempo-
rary readers, it must have been clear that De la Court was not making a 
general remark here but that he had a particular pretentious young man 
in mind: the Prince of Orange, and future king, William III. The employ-
ment of Boccalini’s parables thus entails all three rhetorical expedients of 
the fable. First, it serves to illustrate and clarify the argument in a witty 
and attractive manner. Secondly, it makes any attentive reader aware of 
the obvious similarity between the unsuccessful Spartan Prince and the 
young William III, a comparison that therefore does not need to be made 
dangerously explicit. And thirdly, it shows the necessity of unveiling 
monarchical dissimulation and the force of humour to convey such a 
truth. Whilst Machiavelli revealed the political power of dissimulation, 
Boccalini offfered the De la Courts the rhetorical means to challenge this 
power through the device of the fable.

In sum, the De la Courts’ employment of Boccalinian and Aesopian 
fables can be characterized as a rhetorical endeavour that dramatizes 
the paradox between a very clear political message and its openness to 
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177 G.W.F. Hegel, Aesthetik, ed. Friedrich Bassenge, 2 vols. (Frankfurt: Europäische 
Verlagsanstalt, [1955]), vol. I: 376: “… weil er seine Lehren nicht offfen sagen darf, sondern 
sie nur versteckt, in einem Rätsel gleichsam, zu verstehen geben kann, das zugleich immer 
gelöst ist.”

178 Cf. Lewis, English Fable, 3, 20.
179 Sinryke Fabulen, 9: “… deesen Neederlander, die een hark een hark noemde.”

multiple readings, between the covering of meaning and the necessity 
and duty to reveal the truth. At the start of the seventeenth century, 
Bacon, reflecting the verdict of Classical rhetoric that fables were only apt 
for a vulgar public, had expressed his preoccupation with the genre’s 
capacity to undermine authorial intentions and to enable the reader to 
make up his own interpretation. However, in the work of the brothers De 
la Court, these elements of the fable are not any longer seen as detrimen-
tal but instead as conducive to the author’s aims of political critique. 
Because of its openness to diffferent readings, the fable offfers a façade 
behind which the author can escape from the censorship and loathing of 
his inconvenient truths. Yet the meaning and message of the fable can 
always be understood as they are meant. Indeed, as Hegel has observed, 
the essential skill of the fabulist is that “since he is not allowed to articu-
late his message openly, he can only make it intelligible furtively, as in a 
riddle which is at the same time always being solved”.177

Thus as a consequence of, rather than despite, its intrinsic opaqueness, 
the fable entails a distinct rhetorical move that results in an indirect con-
vulsion of traditional authority.178 In an age in which the power of mon-
archs was represented through clear and direct signs of hierarchy and 
dependence, this convulsion involved a distinctively republican endeavour 
to construct a system of signs and meanings that are constituted horizon-
tally and autonomously. In other words, by giving fables such a  prominent 
place within their theory, the brothers De la Court pleaded for a kind of 
debate that is relatively open, free, and independent from received opin-
ion. The almost transparent veil of fables offfered the brothers the rhetori-
cal armory to convey this critical message and to present themselves as 
the embodiment of exactly this ideal of frankness – the ideal embodied by 
the Dutchman in the parable of the Kingdom of the Apes who, though 
fearing for his life, did not waver and “called a spade a spade’.179

Conclusion: The Rhetoric of the Market

This plea for frankness as a distinct form of public speech reveals the 
extent to which the rhetoric of the De la Courts eventually departed from 
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180 Ibidem, 367: “… alsoo afkeerig zijn van alle oopenhertigheid, ende goede reeden-
kaavelinge, als sy wel in teegendeel geneegen zijn, om door duistere ende opgepronkte 
woorden ofte teekenen, het goed oordeel ofte verstand der Menschen te bedwelmen.” Cf. 
a comparable passage in Ibidem, 234.

181 Politike Weeg-schaal III.I.5, p. 544–545: “… met heftige welspreekentheit … zoo kon-
nen de gemeene Burgers tot de grootste excessen van de Wereld werden vervoerd.”

182 On Hobbes’s rhetoric, see the extensive analysis in Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, and 
cf. the reaction of Lodi Nauta, “Hobbes the Pessimistic? Continuity of Hobbes’s Views on 

tradition. In many respects the narrative strategies employed by the 
brothers followed conventional late humanist rhetorical theory as exem-
plifĳied by Vossius. Playing upon the passions of their audience through 
the establishment of authorial ethos and tapping the sources of eloquence 
by using all kinds of tropes, fĳigures, and forms of ridicule, the De la Courts 
were evidently embedded within the rhetorical culture of their day. 
Nevertheless, their criticism of this culture is at least as evident, and ulti-
mately this criticism led the brothers into a direction that opened up new 
rhetorical ground.

The brothers’ departure from the rhetorical conventions is fĳirst 
discernible in their repudiation of the humanist orators par excellence: 
the courtly advisors and counsellors of princes, and the clergymen who 
preach from the pulpit. These two groups are the primary target of the 
brothers’ attack on hypocritical and demagogical speech that blurs 
the essential distinction between virtue and vice, in short, their attack at 
bad rhetoric. According to the De la Courts, courtiers and clergymen 
are merely dissimulative flatterers and obsessive agitators, “as averse to all 
openheartedness and proper reason as they are instead willing to stun 
through dark and embellished words or signs the good judgment or 
understanding of Men”.180 This insincere, irrational speech is disastrous 
for the maintenance of social peace and political order, for “with vehe-
ment eloquence … the common Citizens can be carried away to the larg-
est excesses of the World”.181 The humanist rhetoric practiced by courtiers 
and clergy thus abuses the passions of the audience in an immoral way, 
and so it leads kings, worshippers and citizens astray into false judgment 
and immoderate impulsiveness.

Such a dismissal of demagogy and dissimulation was of course a com-
monplace argument in early-modern political theory, and in essence 
went as far back as Socrates’s dismissal of the sophistry of Callicles in 
Plato’s Gorgias. However, the De la Courts evidently try to surpass the 
borders of convention in a way that bears much resemblance to the com-
parable rhetorica contra rhetoricam of Hobbes.182 The De la Courts share 
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Reason and Eloquence between The Elements of Law and Leviathan,” British Journal for the 
History of Philosophy 10 (2002), 31–54.

183 Politike Discoursen II.IV.10, p. 72: “… sy uit haar studeer-kamer, Celletjen, ofte 
Predikstoel, anderen menschen losselik; of veeltijds daar-en-booven looselik, tot groot-
making van haare eige schynheiligheid, eere ende profyt pleegen te schryven, te raaden, ofte 
te leeren.”

184 Ibidem II. IV.13, p. 87–88: “… de wel-spreekendheid meenen sy te bestaan, in eenige 
bloemetjens, die uit-steekende Leeraars in haare schriften, ofte predicatien gesaaid heb-
ben, naar te seggen.”

185 Cf. Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric, 298–299, for the comparable stance taken by 
Hobbes.

186 Sinryke Fabulen, 687: “Want woorden te spreeken die geenen sin hebben, ende uit-
drukken; ofte woorden by een te vougend die teegen een strijdende sinnen hebben; als dat 
een vierkant, rond; of een deel soo groot aks sijn geheel is; ende gants niet te spreeken, eene 
ende de selve saak is.” Cf. Hobbes on insignifĳicant speech in Leviathan I.5, p. 113: “And 
therefore if a man should talk to me of a round Quadrangle … I should not say he were in 
an Errour; but that his words were without meaning; that is to say, Absurd.”

Hobbes’s suspicion of meaningless, deceptive language. Like Hobbes they 
specifĳically target the darkly embellished speech of ecclesiastics who, 
“from their study, little Cell, or Pulpit, use to write, counsel, or teach other 
people loosely, or often moreover wrongly, for the enlargement of their 
own hypocrisy, honour, and profĳit”.183 This audacious mockery of clerical 
counsel involves a refutation of two essential elements of humanist rheto-
ric. In the fĳirst place, the brothers De la Court argue that such detrimental 
speech is a consequence of awe for tradition and authority, which kills 
creative innovation and makes its practitioners “think that eloquence 
exists in repeating some little flowers that other outstanding Teachers 
have sown in their writings or sermons”.184 Dismissing imitatio and the 
standing of auctoritas, this signifĳicant remark entails an obvious rejection 
of conventional humanist practice.

Secondly, and more importantly, the De la Courts criticize the assump-
tion that one of the main tasks of the orator is to be able to argue in 
utramque partem, on both sides of a case. According to the De la Courts, 
this traditional humanist claim that any issue can and should be defended 
on either side, lies at the origin of the duplicitous, cheating rhetoric of 
courtiers and clerics who play upon the passions of their audience in 
a wrong, immoral way and thus undermine an objective assessment of 
the common good.185 Such speech is utterly meaningless, for “to speak 
words that have or express no meaning, or to join words that have contra-
dictory meanings, such as saying that a square is round, or that a part is 
as big as its whole, is one and the same thing as not speaking at all”.186 With 
this Hobbesian move, the De la Courts demonstrate that the humanist 
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187 Aanwysing III.8, p. 520–521: “… geene twijfelagtige ende voorstellende, maar wel 
deegelik eene Reeden-kavelende, Besluitende, ende dringende wijse van spreeken gebruike; 
ik antwoord, dat alle saaken die niet alleen in ietwes te weeten; maar ook ende voornee-
mentlik in ietwes te Begeeren ofte niet te Willen bestaan; ende die daar en boven teegen 
veeler menschen vooroor- en voordeelen strijden; niet anders konnen ofte behoorden ver-
handeld te werden.”

188 Quoted in Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning From More to 
Shakespeare (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1984), 231.

189 Erasmus, A Diatribe or Sermon Concerning Free Will, in Ernst F. Winter (ed. and 
trans.), Discourse on Free Will. Erasmus-Luther (London and New York: Continuum, 1990), 
8. For a perceptive analysis of the dispute, see Brian Cummings, The Literary Culture of the 
Reformation. Grammar and Grace (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 144–183.

190 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Inleyding,” p. 3: “… met de ronde waarheid zeer opentlik te 
spreeken.”

ideal of arguing both sides of a case eventually amounts to nothing but 
silence.

As an alternative to such meaningless discourse, the brothers propose 
“no doubtful and suggestive, but rather indeed a Rational, conclusive, and 
insisting way of speech”. It is such blunt, persuasive rhetoric that the De la 
Courts consider necessary to hold court in the public debate and to con-
vince the audience of an unpopular truth:

All matters which do not only consist in knowing something, but also and 
primarily in Desiring or not Wanting something, and which furthermore 
oppose the prejudgments and advantages of many people, cannot and 
should not be treated otherwise.187

Essentially, the De la Courts thus repudiate the humanist emphasis on 
the variability of meaning. This humanist creed is perhaps best repre-
sented by Erasmus, for whom the inconsistency of language and the limits 
drawn by decorum and mutual respect rendered bluntness both impos-
sible and counterproductive. Thus Erasmus praised Thomas More’s abil-
ity “to play the man of all hours with all men”,188 and in his famous dispute 
with Luther on the topic of free will, he argued strongly that “the truth 
may be spoken but it does not serve everyone at all times and under all 
circumstances”.189

The De la Courts occupy a diametrically opposed stance, which bears a 
certain resemblance to the assertio of Luther, Erasmus’s opponent. As the 
brothers’ praise for the Dutchman in the Kingdom of Apes reveals, they 
declare the need for straightforward speech, even in the face of danger. 
They present themselves as the embodiment of precisely this ideal of 
frankness, pretending time and again “to speak very openly the round 
truth”.190 Their “manner of writing”, so they assert, “is always outspoken, 
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191 Welvaren, p. 2: “… de maniere van schrijven, die altijds vrijmoedich, jae somtijds 
langh Stout ende scherp is, maer noijt, mijns wetens, van ernst ende waerheid afdwaeld.”

192 Bacon, Works, vol. VI: 701–702, and cf. Colclough, Freedom of Speech, 61–62, 73–74.
193 Jacob Cats, Houwelyck (1625), quoted in Eric Jan Sluijter, De ‘Heydensche Fabulen’ in 

de Noordnederlandse schilderkunst circa 1590–1670 (PhD dissertation University of Leiden, 
1986), 172.

yes at times very Bold and sharp, but it never strays from earnestness and 
truth”.191 In short, pace Erasmus, the De la Courts insist that the truth must 
be spoken at all times. Whilst the courtly Frenchman of the fable might 
engage in slavish flattery and merely ape the opinions of others, the fable’s 
free republican Dutchman speaks the truth bluntly, even when con-
fronted with death. This ideal of frankness, of parrhèsia, is the core of the 
De la Courts’ rhetorical assault on conventional rhetoric.

Signifĳicantly, parrhèsia was not always perceived to be a positive prac-
tice in late humanist culture. For example, the very fĳirst fable of Bacon’s 
De sapientia veterum, entitled “Cassandra, sive parrhesia”, comprised a 
critical account of such “unreasonable and unprofĳitable liberty in giving 
advice and admonition”. The fable tells of the fate of Cassandra, who, hav-
ing openly rejected Apollo’s love, encountered his revenge in the punish-
ment “that though she should always foretell true, yet nobody should 
believe her”. For Bacon, her doom offfered a clear warning for those who

will not submit to learn of Apollo, the god of harmony, how to observe time 
and measure in afffairs, flats and sharps (so to speak) in discourse, the difffer-
ences between the learned and the vulgar ear, and the times when to speak 
and when to be silent.

Bacon, like Erasmus, thus revealed his concern about the maintenance of 
decorum, respect, and moderation in speech.192

This chapter has shown that the emphasis in the work of the De la 
Courts is strikingly diffferent. This diffferent attitude towards free speech 
and decorum is perhaps clearest in the brothers’ rendering of another 
Classical fable that can be called their favourite self-fashioning image: the 
classical myth of the hunter Actaeon who discovered the nudity of Diana. 
According to Classical mythology, Actaeon was punished by the goddess 
for his impertinence and transformed into a stag, whereupon his own 
dogs devoured him. In seventeenth-century Dutch culture, this fable had 
a clear moralistic message, for example in the widely difffused writings of 
Jacob Cats. For Cats, Actaeon was the archetype of a lecherous, immoder-
ate and unrestrained man, “a beast full of horny lust” who was justly pun-
ished for not containing his passions and curiosity.193 Yet the De la Courts 
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194 Sinryke Fabulen, 175–180: “Diana ende haare Nymphen, zijn by de Ouden alle seer 
aansienelijke Menschen, ende insonderheid Koningen ofte Koninginnen, ende haar gevolg: 
als ook daar meede verstaan konnen werden de Beveinsde Geestelijken, ofte de Bestierders 
der Kerkelijke Saaken … Naaktheid ende Onsuiverheid, is Onweetendheid ende 
Dwaasheid, Ondeugd ende Gebreeken.” See also Politike Weeg-schaal III.III.1, p. 637–638.

195 Politike Weeg-schaal, “Inleyding,” p. 11: “… gedagten zijn tolvry.”

give a daringly new interpretation to this Ovidian fable: Actaeon in fact 
represents the brothers’ own intellectual endeavour. As Actaeon, so 
the De la Courts claim, they have revealed the baseness of the bathing 
Diana and her nymphs who are normally splendidly dressed. They 
maintain that the goddess and her attendants are anything but divine. 
Instead, they represent “Kings or Queens and their retinue, as well as … the 
Dissimulative Clerics, or the Governors of Ecclesiastical Matters”, whose 
nudity symbolizes “Ignorance and Stupidity, Vice and Failings”.194 The rev-
elation of all these monarchical and clerical vices is a duty which should 
not be neglected out of fear for Diana’s wrath. “Thoughts are toll-free”, the 
De la Courts contend, and liberty requires that they actively expose the 
naked truth.195

The brothers De la Court thus stress that speaking the truth is at all 
times a duty, even in the face of death when confronted with monarchical 
oppression. Where Erasmus and Bacon emphasized the limits to free 
speech drawn by decorum, the De la Courts instead insist on the moral 
obligation to speak straightforwardly, also, if not especially, when deco-
rum and respect for the authorities call for the opposite. True rhetoric 
means such parrhèsia, the telling of a truth that one is not forced to tell, 
even if it involves the risk of capital punishment – as in the case of the 
Dutchman in the Kingdom of Apes. Given his gruesome fate, the essential 
point for the De la Courts is that speaking the truth without having to fear 
for one’s life is ultimately only possible in free republics. Free speech, for 
Bacon a sign of hazardous licentiousness, is for the brothers De la Court a 
quintessentially republican virtue: the ability to raise one’s voice freely in 
public distinguishes the citizens of a true republic, like the Dutchman, 
from the slavish and ape-like subjects of a monarchy such as Frenchmen. 
Where the rhetoric of a flattering courtier is necessarily slavish by nature, 
the candid speech of the republican citizen is free.

This opposition between slavery and liberty is frequently put into a dis-
tinctly national vocabulary that reveals the antagonism between the 
Dutch Republic and the France of Louis XIV. In the words of the Sinryke 
Fabulen, “Frenchmen are in general capable of pleasing entire companies, 
and in particular young Women, Kings, or Lords, with humbug or with 
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196 Sinryke Fabulen, 54: “Dus zien wy, dat de Françoisen in het gemeen bequaam zijn; 
om geheele geselschappen, ende insonderheid jonge Vrowluiden, Koningen ofte Vorsten, te 
vermaaken, met beuselingen ofte met saaken daar geene nuttigheid ter weereld inne 
steekt.”

197 Aanwysing, “Voor-Reeden,” sig. *4v.: “… ik niet ben een uitheems ende slaafs-gesind 
Hoveling, dien aan ‘s Lands welvaaren niets gelegen, ende die gewoon is, te swijgen ofte te 
spreken naar het eenen Monarche ofte Prince lust … een gebooren rond Hollander, die 
Scapham Scapham, een schuit een schuit te noemen, en daar mede regt door zee te vaaren, 
pleeg.”

198 Cf. Dietmar Till, Transformationen der Rhetorik. Untersuchungen zum Wandel der 
Rhetoriktheorie im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2004), esp. 
26–32.

199 For the rhetoric of a ‘marketplace of ideas’, see Gary Remer, Humanism and the 
Rhetoric of Toleration (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996), esp. 
248–249.

matters that have no utility in the whole world”.196 In contrast, Dutchmen 
are incapable of such flattery because they are far too serious and outspo-
ken. As De la Court presents himself in the preface to the Aanwysing:

I am no foreign and slavish Courtier who does not care for the Country’s 
welfare and who is used to be silent or to speak whenever the Monarch or 
Prince pleases so … [I am] a born, rounded Hollander who is used to calling 
Scapham Scapham, a boat a boat, and who straightforwardly steadies its 
helm.197

As a Dutch republican, De la Court contends to be the archetypical truth-
teller who openly expresses his opinions to the public regardless of estab-
lished authorities, decorum, or the impulsiveness of the audience. The 
fact that the brothers De la Court claim to practice such frankness is 
highly signifĳicant, for it shows that they propose this rhetoric as the most 
appropriate form of speech to play upon the passionate impulses of the 
audience in a moral and constructive way.

This plea for republican parrhèsia therefore forms the foundation of 
the De la Courts’ rhetorica contra rhetoricam.198 Departing from the con-
ventions of humanism, their rhetoric, dominated by jokes, fables, and 
ridicule, unmistakably addresses a popular audience, Vossius’s “vulgar 
souls” and “coarse characters”. As such it deliberately challenges Bacon’s 
stress on the “diffferences between the learned and the vulgar ear”. 
Crossing the fault lines between abstract political issues and the popular 
discussion culture of the Dutch urban centres, the De la Courts postulate 
an image of the public debate as a ‘marketplace of ideas’, where the high-
est, most outspoken bid wins the intellectual contest.199 The kind of speech 
that the De la Courts propagate might therefore be described as the one of 
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200 Michel Foucault, Fearless Speech, ed. Joseph Pearson (Los Angeles: Semiotext(e), 
2001), esp. 17–18.

the stallholder who extols the virtues of his goods in a loud voice, trying to 
catch the attention of passers-by: it is the rhetoric of the market.

The rhetorical education of the brothers De la Court, as of all educated 
seventeenth-century Dutchmen, centred on the prominence of the pas-
sions. Following Vossius’s elaborate analysis of the ambivalent role of the 
passions in persuasion, the De la Courts sought to play upon the imagina-
tion of their readers in an ethical way by employing powerful imagery and 
a range of rhetorical devices, in particular fables, that present them as 
truth-tellers, as outspoken and free authors who do not waver when 
revealing the naked truth. This characteristic parrhèsia, though following 
classical example, rejects conventional humanist rhetoric which stressed 
the changeability of meaning and the need for decorum in speech. 
Moreover, as Michel Foucault has argued suggestively, such parrhèsia 
involves a crucial social and political dimension since only those citizens 
of a certain standing and trustworthiness can be expected to master the 
“parrhesiastic game”.200 The rhetoric of candour of the brothers De la 
Court is therefore of fundamental signifĳicance for their account of citizen-
ship. Rhetoric, as the interpretative framework of public speech, informs 
the way in which we constitute ourselves as citizens by participating in 
the public debate. The rhetoric of the De la Courts involves the claim that 
those capable of their mercantile frankness personify true republican 
citizens.
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